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Abstract
Electronic bands in crystals are described by an ensemble of Bloch wave functions indexed by momenta defined in
the first Brillouin Zone, and their associated energies. In an insulator, an energy gap around the chemical potential
separates valence bands from conduction bands. The ensemble of valence bands is then a well defined object,
which can possess non-trivial or twisted topological properties. In the case of a twisted topology, the insulator
is called a topological insulator. We introduce this notion of topological order in insulators as an obstruction to
define the Bloch wave functions over the whole Brillouin Zone using a single phase convention. Several simple
historical models displaying a topological order in dimension two are considered. Various expressions of the
corresponding topological index are finally discussed.
Résumé
Les bandes électroniques dans un cristal sont définies par un ensemble de fonctions d’onde de Bloch dépendant du
moment défini dans la première zone de Brillouin, ainsi que des énergies associées. Dans un isolant, les bandes de
valence sont séparées des bandes de conduction par un gap en énergie. L’ensemble des bandes de valence est alors
un objet bien défini, qui peut en particulier posséder une topologie non triviale. Lorsque cela se produit, l’isolant
correspondant est appelé isolant topologique. Nous introduisons cette notion d’ordre topologique d’une bande
comme une obstruction à la définition des fonctions d’ondes de Bloch à l’aide d’une convention de phase unique.
Plusieurs modèles simples d’isolants topologiques en dimension deux sont considérés. Différentes expressions des
indices topologiques correspondants sont finalement discutées.
Keywords: topological insulator, topological band theory, quantum anomalous Hall effect, quantum spin Hall
effect, Chern insulator, Kane–Mele insulator
Mots-clés : isolant topologique, théorie des bandes topologique, effet Hall quantique anomal, effet Hall
quantique de spin, isolant de Chern, isolant de Kane–Mele
1. Introduction
Topological insulators are phases of matter characterized by an order of a new kind, which is not fit into the
standard symmetry breaking paradigm. Instead these new phases are described by a global quantity which does
not depend on the details of the system - a so-called topological order. More precisely, their ensemble of valence
bands possess a non-standard topological property. A band insulator is a material which has a well-defined set of
valence bands separated by an energy gap from a well-defined set of conduction bands. The object of interest in
the study of topological order in insulators is the ensemble of valence bands, which is unambiguously well defined
for an insulator. The question underlying the topological classification of insulators is whether all insulating phases
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are equivalent to each other, i.e. whether their ensemble of valence bands can be continuously transformed into
each other without closing the gap. Topological insulators correspond to insulating materials whose valence bands
possess non-standard topological properties. Related to their classification is the determination of topological
indices which will differentiate standard insulators from the different types of topological insulators. A canonical
example of such a topological index is the Euler–Poincaré characteristic of a two-dimensional manifold [1]. This
index counts the number of « holes » in the manifold. Two manifolds with the same Euler characteristic can be
continuously deformed into each other, which is not possible for manifolds with different Euler characteristics.
The existence of topological order in an insulator induces unique characteristic experimental signatures. The
most universal and remarkable consequence of a nontrivial bulk topology is the existence of gapless edge or
surface states; in other words, the surface of the topological insulator is necessarily metallic. An informal argument
explaining those surface states is as follows. The vacuum as well as most conventional insulating crystals are
topologically trivial. At the interface between such a standard insulator and a topological insulator, it is not
possible for the « band structure » to interpolate continuously between a topological insulator and the vacuum
without closing the gap. This forces the gap to close at this interface leading to metallic states of topological
origin.
This kind of topological phase ordering first arose in condensed matter in the context of the integer quantum
Hall effect. This phase, discovered in 1980 by Klaus von Klitzing et al. [2], is reached when electrons trapped
in a two-dimensional interface between semi-conductors are submitted to a strong transverse magnetic field.
Quantized plateaux appear for the Hall conductivity while the longitudinal resistance simultaneously vanishes
[3]. In the bulk of the sample, the electronic states are distributed in Landau levels with a large gap between
them. The quantization of the Hall conductivity can be attributed within standard linear response theory to a
topological property of these bulk Landau levels, the so-called first Chern number of the bands located below the
chemical potential [4]. From this point of view the robustness of the phase manifested in the high precision of
the Hall conductivity plateau is an expression of the topological nature of the related order, which by definition
is insensitive to perturbations. The existence of robust edge states is another manifestation of this topological
ordering. The quantized Hall conductivity can be alternatively accounted for by the ballistic transport properties
of the edge states.
Note that in the initial work of Thouless et al. [4], this topological ordering was described as a property
of electronic Bloch bands of electrons on a lattice, and was only generalized later to free electrons on a planar
interface. The topological property of the ensemble of Bloch states of a valence band can be inferred by the
explicit determination of these Bloch states. In a non-trivial or twisted insulator, one faces an impossibility or
obstruction to define electronic Bloch states over the whole band using a single phase convention: at least two
different phase conventions are required, as opposed to the usual case. This obstruction is a direct manifestation
of the non-trivial topology or twist of the corresponding band. It was realized in 1988 by D. Haldane [5] that
while this type of order was specific to two dimensional insulators, it did not require a strong magnetic field,
but only time reversal symmetry breaking. This author considered a model of electrons on a bipartite lattice
(graphene), with time-reversal symmetry broken explicitly but without any net magnetic flux through the lattice.
The phase diagram consists then of three insulating phases, i.e. with a finite gap separating the conduction from
the valence bands. These insulators only differs by their topological property, quantized by a Chern number. The
analogous phases of matter are now denoted Chern topological insulators, or anomalous quantum Hall effect.
Such a phase was recently discovered experimentally [6].
Within the field of topological characterization of insulators a breakthrough occurred with the seminal work
of C. Kane and G. Mele [7, 8]. These authors considered the effect of a strong spin–orbit interaction on electronic
bands of graphene. They discovered that in such a two dimensional system where the spin of electrons cannot be
neglected in determining the band structure, the constraints imposed by time-reversal symmetry could lead to a
new topological order and associated metallic edge states of a new kind. While the quantum Hall effect arises
in electronic system without any symmetry and is characterized by a Chern number, this new topological phase
is possible only in presence of time-reversal symmetry, and is characterized by a new Z2 index. It was called a
quantum spin Hall phase. This discovery triggered a huge number of theoretical and experimental works on the
topological properties of time reversal symmetric spin-dependent valence bands and the associated surface states
and physical signatures. Soon after the initial Kane and Mele papers, A. Bernevig, T. Hughes and S.C. Zhang
proposed a realistic realization of this phase in HgTe quantum wells [9]. They identified a possible mechanism
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for the appearance of this Z2 topological order through the inversion of order of bulk bands around one point
in the Brillouin zone. This phase was discovered experimentally in the group of L. Molenkamp who conducted
two-terminal and multi-probe transport experiments to demonstrate the existence of the edge states associated
with the Z2 order [10, 11].
In 2007, three theoretical groups extended the expression of the Z2 topological index to three dimensions: it
was then realized that three dimensional insulating materials and not only quasi-two dimensional systems could
display a topological order [12, 13, 14]. Several classes of materials, including the Bismuth compounds BiSb,
Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3, and strained HgTe were discovered to be three-dimensional topological insulators [15, 16, 17].
The hallmark of the Z2 topological order in d = 3 is the existence of surface states with a linear dispersion and
obeying the Dirac equation. The unique existence of these Dirac states as well as their associated spin polarization
spinning around the Dirac point have been probed by experimental surface techniques including Angle-Resolved
PhotoEmission (ARPES) and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM). Their presence in several materials has been
confirmed by numerous studies, while a clear signature of their existence on transport experiments has proven to
be more difficult to obtain. Note that such Dirac dispersion relations for topological surface states arise around a
single (or an odd number of) Dirac points in the Brillouin zone, as opposed to real two dimensional materials like
graphene where these Dirac points can only occur in pairs.
The purpose of the present paper is to introduce pedagogically the notion of topological order in insulators as
a bulk property, i.e. as a property of the ensemble of Bloch wave functions of the valence bands. For the sake of
clarity we will discuss simple examples in dimension d = 2 only, instead of focusing on generals definitions. As a
consequence of this pedagogical choice, we will omit a discussion of the physical consequences of this topological
order, most notably the physical properties of Dirac surface states of interest experimentally, as well as other
kind topological order in, e.g., superconductors. The reader interested by these aspects can turn towards existing
reviews [15, 16, 17, 18]. Note that a different notion of topological order was introduced in e.g. [19], which
differs from the property of topological insulators discussed in this review.
In the part which follows, we will define more precisely the object of study. In a following part (section 3), we
will describe the simplest model of a Chern insulator, i.e. in a two-bands system. This will give us an excuse to
define the Berry curvature and the Chern number, and to comprehend the nontrivial topology as an “obstruction”
to properly define electronic wavefunctions. As the understanding of the more recent and subtle Z2 topological
order was carved by its discoverers in a strong analogy with the Chern topological order, these concepts will equip
us for the third part (section 4), where we will develop simple models to understand the Z2 insulators as well as
the different expressions of the Z2 invariant characterizing them.
2. Bloch bundles and topology
The aim of this first part is to define more precisely the object of this paper, namely the notion of topological
order of an ensemble of valence bands in an insulator. We will first review a very simple example of nontrivial
bundle: the Möbius strip, before defining the notion of valence Bloch bundle in an insulator.
2.1. The simplest twisted bundle: a Möbius strip
A vector bundle pi : E → B is specified by a projection pi from the bundle space E to the base space B. The
fiber Fx = pi−1(x) above each point of the base x ∈ B is assumed to be isomorphic to a fixed typical fiber F . The
fibers Fx and F possesses a vector space structure assumed to be preserved by the isomorphism Fx ∼= F . Hence,
the vector bundle E indeed looks locally like the cartesian product B× F . The bundle is called trivial if this also
holds globally, i.e. E and B× F are isomorphic. When it is not the case, the vector bundle is said to be nontrivial,
or twisted (see [20, 1] for details). As a consequence, a n-dimensional vector bundle is trivial iff it has a basis of
never-vanishing global sections i.e. iff it has a set of n global sections which at each point form a basis of the
fiber [21]. On the contrary, the obstruction to define a basis of never-vanishing global sections (or basis of the
fibers) will signal a twisted topology of a vector bundle. In the following, we will rely on this property to identify
a non-trivial topology of a vector bundle when studying simple models.
To provide an intuitive picture of nontrivial bundles, we will consider a simple example: the Möbius bundle
[1]. Let us consider as the base manifold the circle S1, and let UN = (0− ε,pi+ ε) and US = (−pi− ε, 0+ ε) with
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the open covering (UN, US) of S1, with the intersections VE and VW of the open sets.
S1 S1
Figure 2: A cylinder (left) is a trivial bundle (with no twist), whereas a Möbius strip (right) is a nontrivial bundle (with twist). Here, we have
used the typical fiber F = [−1, 1] instead of R to get a compact manifold that is easier to draw.
ε > 0 be an open covering of S1 ' [0, 2pi], parameterized by the angle θ ∈ S1 (see Fig. 1). Take the typical fiber
to be the line F = R, parameterized by t ∈ F , and take as a structure group the two-elements group Z2 = {−1,1}.
To construct a fibre bundle pi : E→ S1 over S1, we have to glue together the products UN × F and US × F . The
intersection of the two open sets of the covering is UN ∩ US = VE ∪ VW with VE = (−ε,ε) and VW = (pi− ε,pi+ ε).
The transition functions tN S(θ) can be either t 7→ t or t 7→ −t. If we choose both transition functions equal:
tN S(θ ∈ VE) : t 7→ t and tN S(θ ∈ VW) : t 7→ t (1)
the bundle pi : E→ S1 is a trivial (nontwisted) bundle, which is a cylinder (Fig. 2, left). However, is we choose
different transition functions on each side:
tNS(θ ∈ VE) : t 7→ t and tNS(θ ∈ VW) : t 7→ −t (2)
the bundle is not trivial (it is twisted), and is the Möbius bundle (Fig. 2, right). This illustrates the relation
between the triviality of the bundle and the choice of the transition function tNS. When the bundle can be
continuously deformed such that the transition functions be always the identity function the bundle will be trivial.
Let us illustrate on this example another property of a twisted bundle : the obstruction to define a basis of
never-vanishing global sections in a twisted bundle. First, notice that as R is a one-dimensional vector space, the
Möbius bundle is a one-dimensional (line) real vector bundle. Let s be a global section of the Möbius bundle.
After one full turn from a generic position θ , we have crossed one transition function t 7→ t and one transition
function t 7→ −t so we have s(θ + 2pi) =−s(θ ). Hence s = 0 everywhere : the only global section on the Möbius
bundle is the zero section. There is no global section of the Möbius bundle (except the zero section), so this
bundle is indeed nontrivial.
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2.2. Bloch bundles
We consider a d-dimensional crystal in a tight-binding approach. We will describe its electronic properties
using a single electron Hamiltonian, i.e. neglecting interaction effects. Hence, from now on, we only focus on
first-quantized one-particle Hamiltonians. The discrete real space lattice periodicity of this Hamiltonian reflects
itself into the nature of its eigenstates, which are Bloch wavefunctions indexed by a quasi-momentum k. This
quasi-momentum k is restricted to the first Brillouin zone of the initial lattice: it is defined up to a reciprocal lattice
vector G. Hence this Brillouin zone has the topology of a d-dimensional torus Td , which we call the Brillouin torus.
From the initial Hamiltonian, we deduce for each value of this quasi-momentum k a « Bloch Hamiltonian » H(k)
acting on a 2n-dimensional Hilbert space, which accounts for the 2n electronic degrees of freedom in the unit cell
(e.g. sites, orbitals, or spin). Associated with this Bloch Hamiltonian are its Bloch eigenstates and eigen-energies
Eα(k), α= 1, . . . , 2n. The evolution of each Eα(k) as k evolves in the Brillouin torus defines a band. An insulator
corresponds to the situation where a gap in energy separates the empty bands above the gap, from the filled bands
or valence bands below the gap (see Fig. 3). In this situation, when the chemical potential lies inside the gap,
electronic states of the crystal cannot be excited by a small perturbation such as the application of the difference
of potential: no current can be created. The ground state of such an insulator is determined from the ensemble of
single particle eigenstates corresponding to the filled bands. These eigenstates are defined for each valence band,
and for each point k of the Brillouin torus, up to a phase. The corresponding fiber bundle over the Brillouin zone
defined from the eigenstates of the valence bands is the object of study in the present paper.
0 pi/2k
E
µ
insulator
0 pi/2k
E
µ
metal
Figure 3: Schematic band structures of an insulator (left) and a metal (right). The variable k corresponds to the coordinate on some generic
curve on the Brillouin torus.
Bloch Hamiltonians H(k) define for each k Hermitian operators on the effective Hilbert space Hk ∼= C2n at k.
The collection of spaces Hk forms a vector bundle on the base space Td . This vector bundle happens to be always
trivial, hence isomorphic to Td ×C2n, at least for low dimensions of space d ≤ 3 (this is due to the vanishing of
the total Berry curvature, see [22, 23]). This means that we may assume that the Bloch Hamiltonians H(k) are
k-dependent Hermitian 2n× 2n matrices defined so that H(k) = H(k+ G) for G in the reciprocal lattice (note
that this does not always correspond to common conventions in particular on multi-partite lattices, see e.g. [24])
In an insulator, there are at least two well-defined subbundles of this complete trivial bundle: the valence
bands bundle, which corresponds to all the filled bands, under the energy gap, and the conduction bands bundle,
which corresponds to all the empty bands, over the energy gap. In the context of topological insulators, we
want to characterize the topology of the valence bands bundle, which underlies the ground state properties of
the insulators. In a topological insulator this valence bands subbundle possesses a twisted topology while the
complete bundle is trivial.
In the following, we will discuss two different kinds of topological orders. In the first one, we will discuss Chern
insulators (section 3): no symmetry constraints are imposed on the Bloch bundle, and in particular time-reversal
invariance is broken. In the second part, we will discuss Z2 insulators (section 4): here, time-reversal invariance is
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preserved. In a time-reversal invariant system, the bundle of filled bands and the bundle of empty bands happen
to be separately trivial. However, the time-reversal invariance adds additional constraints on the bundle: even
if the filled bands bundle is always trivial as a vector bundle when time-reversal invariance is present, it is not
always trivial in a way which preserves a structure compatible with the time-reversal operator.
3. Chern topological insulators
3.1. Introduction
The first example of a topological insulator is the quantum Hall effect (QHE) discovered in 1980 by von
Klitzing et al. [2]. Two years later, Thouless, Kohmoto, Nightingale, and de Nijs (TKNN) [4] showed that QHE in
a two-dimensional electron gas in a strong magnetic field is related to a topological property of the filled band
(see also [22, 25]). Namely, the Hall conductance is quantized, and proportional to a topological invariant of the
filled band named Chern number (hence the name Chern insulator). Haldane [5] has generalized this argument
to a system with time-reversal breaking without a net magnetic flux, hence without Landau levels. This kind of
Chern insulator, which has recently been observed experimentally [6], is called quantum anomalous Hall effect.
Chern insulators, with or without a net magnetic flux, only exist in two dimensions.
3.2. The simplest model: a two-bands insulator
The simplest insulator possesses two bands, one above and one below the band gap. Such an insulator can
generically be described as a two-level system, which corresponds to a two-dimensional Hilbert space Hk ' C2 at
each point of the Brillouin torus, on which acts a Bloch Hamiltonian continuously defined on the Brillouin torus.
Hence H(k) can be written as a 2× 2 Hermitian matrix, parameterized by the real functions hµ(z):
H(k) =

h0 + hz hx − ihy
hx + ihy h0 − hz

, (3)
which can re rewritten on the basis of Pauli matrices 1 plus the identity matrix σ0 = 1 as:
H(k) = hµ(k)σµ = h0(k)1+~h(k) · ~σ (4)
In the following, we always assumed that the coefficients hµ are well defined on Brillouin torus, i.e. are periodic.
The spectral theorem ensures that H(k) has two orthogonal normalized eigenvectors u±(k) with eigenvalues ε±(k),
which satisfy:
H(k)u±(k) = ε±(k)u±(k). (5)
Using Tr(H) = 2h0 and det(H) = h20 − h2 with h(k) = ‖~h(k)‖ =
Æ
h2x(k) + h
2
y(k) + h
2
z(k) we obtain the energy
eigenvalues:
ε±(k) = h0(k)± h(k) (6)
The corresponding normalized eigenvectors are, up to a phase:
u±(k) =
 
1+
hz + ε2±
h2x + h
2
y
!− 1
2
 ε±hx + ihy
1
 (7)
The energy shift of both energies has no effect on topological properties, provided the system remains
insulating. To simplify the discussion, let us take h0 = 0. Therefore, the system is insulating provided h(k) never
vanishes on the whole Brillouin torus, which we enforce in the following. As we focus only on the topological
behavior of the filled band, which is now well-defined, we only consider the filled eigenvector u−(k) in the
following.
1. We use the usual convention that a greek index starts at 0 whereas a latin index starts at 1.
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UN
US
C
Figure 4: Open covering (UN, US) of the sphere S2. The intersection C of the open sets is topologically a circle S1 and can be viewed as the
boundary of either of the open sets.
3.3. An obstruction to continuously define the eigenstates
The filled band of the two-bands insulator is described by a map that assigns a filled eigenvector u−(k) to each
point of the Brillouin torus: it defines a one-dimensional complex vector bundle on the torus. When this vector
bundle is trivial, this map can be chosen to be continuous on the whole Brillouin torus: this corresponds to the
standard situation where a choice of phase for the Bloch eigenstate at a given point k0 of the Brillouin torus can
be continuously extrapolated to the whole torus. When it is not trivial, there is an obstruction to do so.
To clarify this notion of obstruction, let us first notice that the Hamiltonian (4) is parameterized by a three-
dimensional real vector ~h. The energy shift h0 does not affect the topological properties of the system and has
been discarded. In spherical coordinates, this vector reads:
~h= h
sinθ cosϕsinθ sinϕ
cosθ
 . (8)
With these coordinates, we rewrite the filled eigenvector (7) as:
u−(~h) =
 − sin θ
2
eiϕ cos θ
2

(9)
We notice that the norm h= ‖~h‖ of the parameter vector ~h does not affect the eigenvector. Therefore, the
parameter space is a 2-sphere S2. We will first see in the following that there is always an obstruction to define a
continuous eigenvector u−(~h/h) on the sphere, or in other words, that the corresponding vector bundle on the
sphere S2 is not trivial. Hence, we will realize that the original vector bundle on Brillouin torus (the pullback
bundle by ~h of the bundle on the sphere) is only nontrivial when the map k 7→~h(k) covers the whole sphere.
In the limit θ → 0, the eigenvector (9) is not well defined because it has an ill-defined phase. We could change
our phase convention and, e.g., multiply the eigenvector (9) by eiϕ, but this would only move the ill-defined limit
to θ → pi. It turns out that it is not possible to get rid of this singularity and define a continuous eigenvector on
the whole sphere. This behaviour unveils the nontrivial topology of a vector bundle on the sphere, discovered
by Dirac and Hopf in 1931 [26]: at least two local trivializations are needed to describe a vector bundle on the
sphere [27, 1].
Let us choose an open covering (UN, US) of the sphere, the two open sets being the north hemisphere UN and
the south hemisphere US, chosen so that they have a nonzero intersection homotopy equivalent to the equator
circle (Fig. 4). We define local trivializations of the filled band bundle by
uS−(~h) =
 − sin θ
2
eiϕ cos θ
2

and uN−(~h) =
−e−iϕ sin θ
2
cos θ
2

(10)
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Indeed, uN− is correctly defined on UN (resp. uS− on US), but neither are well defined on the whole sphere.
The intersection C = UN ∩ US can be reduced to a circle, and can be viewed as the boundary e.g. of UN, i.e.
C = ∂ UN ' S1. The transition function from the trivialization on UN to the trivialization on US is phase change on
the equator, i.e. a map tNS : C→ U(1)
tNS = e
iϕ (11)
Now let us recall that the Bloch electronic states are described by a bundle on the Brillouin torus. If the
map ~h/h from the Brillouin torus to the parameter manifold does not completely cover the sphere (taking into
account the orientations, see below), there will be no obstruction to globally define eigenstates of the Bloch
Hamiltonian, by smoothly deforming the pulled-back transition function h? tNS = tN S ◦ h to the identity. On the
contrary, if ~h/h does completely cover the sphere, the topology of the Bloch bundle is not trivial: it is never
possible to deform the transition function to the identity. Those statements are indeed made quantitative through
the introduction of the notion of Chern number.
3.4. Berry curvature and Chern number
As the complete Bloch bundle (with filled and empty bands) is always trivial (see section 2.2), we can
indifferently study the topological properties of the filled band or of the empty one: the topology of the filled band
will reflect the topological properties of the empty one. In the context of Bloch bundles, topological properties
of the filled band are characterized by its Chern class (see [27, ch. 2] as well as [1, ch. 10] for a general
introduction to the Berry phase, connection and curvature). The Chern classes are an intrinsic characterization of
the considered bundle, and do not depend on a specific connection on it. However, in the context of condensed
matter and of Bloch systems, the Berry connection appears as a natural and particularly useful choice [28].
The Berry curvature A associated with the filled band k→ u−(k) is the 1-form defined by 2
A=
1
i
〈u−|d u−〉=−1i 〈d u−|u−〉 (12)
where d is the exterior derivative. The Berry curvature is then
F = dA (13)
In the following, we consider only two-dimensional systems. In this case, the vector bundles are characterized
by the first Chern number c1, that can be computed as an integral of Berry curvature F over the Brillouin torus:
c1 =
1
2pi
∫
BZ
F. (14)
This integral of a 2-form is only defined on a 2-dimensional surface, and the Chern number characterises
insulators in dimension d = 2 only. More generally, a quantum hall insulator only exists in even dimensions.
In order to relate the discussion of Chern insulators to the pictorial example of the Möbius strip (sec. 2.1,
p. 3), we now express the first Chern number as the winding number of the transition function tN S introduced in
sec. 3.3. Indeed,
c1 =
1
2pi
∫
BZ
F =
1
2pi
∫
h−1(UN)
F +
∫
h−1(US)
F

=
1
2pi
∫
∂ h−1(UN)
h?AN +
∫
∂ h−1(US)
h?AS

=
1
2pi
∫
∂ h−1(UN)
 
h?AN − h?AS (15)
2. Note that Berry curvature is sometimes defined with an additional i factor, in which case it is purely imaginary.
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where h?A= A◦ h represents the connection form defined on the sphere pulled back by the map h to be defined
on the torus 3, and we used that ∂ h−1(UN) and ∂ h−1(US) have opposite orientations. We can now relate the Berry
connections on the two hemispheres with the transition function, by using (12) with the transition function (11),
we get
AN = t
−1
NS AS tN S + t
−1
NS
d
i
tNS = AS + dϕ (16)
so that
AN − AS = dϕ = 1i d log(tN S). (17)
Finally, we obtain the expression of the Chern number as the winding of the transition function
c1 =
1
2pi
∫
BZ
F =
1
2pii
∫
∂ h−1(UN)
d log(tNS ◦ h). (18)
Hence, the filled eigenvector as well as the associated Berry connection are well defined on the whole Brillouin
torus only if the transition function tN S ◦ h : ∂ h−1(UN)→ U(1) can be continuously deformed to the identity, i.e.
when it does not wind around the circle, which corresponds to a trivial Chern class c1 = 0. The first Chern number
is therefore the winding number of the transition function ; when the Chern class is not trivial, it is not possible
to deform the transition function to the identity. Notice that a nonzero first Chern number can be seen as an
obstruction to Stokes theorem, as its expression (14) in terms of the Berry curvature would vanish if we could
write « F = dA » on the whole torus.
Let us now come back to our two-band model with the parameterization (4) where we have omitted the part
proportional to the identity (h01) :
H(k) =~h(k) · ~σ (19)
In this case, the curvature 2-form takes the form [28]:
F =
1
4
εi jk h−3 hi dh j ∧ dhk, (20)
and the first Chern number reads:
c1 =
1
2pi
∫
BZ
F =
1
2pi
∫
BZ
1
4
εi jk ‖h‖−3 hi dh j ∧ dhk. (21)
As ~h(~k) depends on the two components kx et ky of the wavevector, we have:
dh j =
∂ h j
∂ ka
dka et dh j ∧ dhk = ∂ h j∂ ka
∂ hk
∂ kb
dka ∧ dkb (22)
The curvature F can be written in the more practical form:
F =
1
4
εi jk ‖h‖−3 hi ∂ h j∂ ka
∂ hk
∂ kb
dka ∧ dkb = 12
~h
‖h‖3 ·

∂~h
∂ kx
× ∂~h
∂ ky

dkx ∧ dky , (23)
corresponding to the first Chern number
3. The attentive reader will notice that we actually considered a map h from the sphere to the sphere when assuming that h−1(UN) and
h−1(US) defines a open covering of the manifold we consider. To be more precise, we should consider two maps : from the torus (BZ) to the
sphere, and the map h from the sphere to the sphere. For the sake of simplicity, we have implicitly assumed in writing eq. (15) that the first
map from the torus to the sphere was topologically trivial.
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c1 =
1
4pi
∫
BZ
~h
‖h‖3 ·

∂~h
∂ kx
× ∂~h
∂ ky

dkx ∧ dky (24)
One recognises in the expression (21) the index of the map ~h (see Appendix C). Hence, the first Chern
number c1 = deg(~h, 0). This identification provides a geometrical interpretation of the Chern number in the case
of two-band insulators. When k spreads over Brillouin torus, ~h describes a closed surface Σ. The Chern number
can then be viewed as
– the (normalized) flux of a magnetic monopole located at the origin through the surface Σ
– the number of times the surface Σ wraps around the origin (in particular, it is zero if the origin is « outside »
Σ ; more precisely it is the homotopy class of Σ in the punctured space R3 − 0)
– the number of (algebraically counted) intersections of a ray coming from the origin with Σ, which is the
method used in [29].
3.5. Haldane’s model
3.5.1. General considerations
In this section, we consider an explicit example of such a two band model displaying a topological insulating
phase, namely the model proposed by Haldane [5]. Besides its description using the semi-metallic graphene,
Haldane’s model describes a whole class of simple two bands insulating phases with possibly a nontrivial
topological structure, and proposes a description of one of the simplest examples of a topological insulator,
namely a Chern insulator. In this model, both inversion symmetry and time-reversal symmetry are simultaneously
broken in a sheet of graphene. Inversion symmetry is broken by assigning different on-site energies to the two
inequivalent sublattices of the honeycomb lattice, while time-reversal invariance is lifted by local magnetic fluxes
organized so that the net flux per unit cell vanishes. Therefore, the first neighbors hopping amplitudes are not
affected by the magnetic fluxes, whereas the second neighbors hopping amplitudes acquire an Aharonov–Bohm
phase.
3.5.2. Notations
We consider a tight-binding model of spinless electrons on a two-dimensional hexagonal (honeycomb) lattice.
Crucially, this lattice is not a Bravais lattice, and the cristal is described as a triangular Bravais lattice with two
non-equivalent atoms in a unit cell, hence its description requires a two-level Hamiltonian. Let us denote by A and
B the two inequivalent sublattices corresponding to those atoms (See Fig. 5). The lattice parameter a, defined as
the shortest distance between nearest neighbors, sets the unit of length: a = 1.
A
B a1a2
a3
b1
b2
b3
Figure 5: Honeycomb lattice used in Haldane’s model
The vectors between nearest neighbors, i.e. between sites of different sublattices A and B, are:
a1 =
p
3/2
1/2

a2 =
−p3/2
1/2

a3 =

0
−1

=−(a1 + a2), (25)
whereas the vectors between second-nearest neighbors belonging to the same sublattice are:
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b1 = a2 − a3 =
−p3/2
3/2

b2 = a3 − a1 =
−p3/2
−3/2

b3 = a1 − a2 =
p
3
0

. (26)
Two of those vectors will serve as base vectors of the Bravais lattice ; we will choose b1 and b2. The reciprocal
lattice is then spanned by the two vectors b?1 and b
?
2 which satisfy:
bi b
?
j = 2piδi j , (27)
so
b?1 = 2pi
−1/p3
1/3

b?2 = 2pi
−1/p3
−1/3

. (28)
Two points of the Brillouin zone are of particular interest in graphene, corresponding to the origin of the
low-energy Dirac dispersion relations. They are defined by:
K =
1
2

b?1 + b
?
2

and K ′ =−K . (29)
In the following, Gmn = mb?1 + nb
?
2 denotes an arbitrary reciprocal lattice vector (n, m ∈ Z).
3.5.3. Haldane’s Hamiltonian
The first quantized Hamiltonian of Haldane’s model can be written as:
Hˆ = t
∑
〈 i, j 〉
|i〉 〈 j|+ t2
∑
⟪ i, j⟫ |i〉 〈 j|+M
∑
i∈A
|i〉 〈i| −∑
j∈B
| j〉 〈 j|
 (30)
where |i〉 represents an electronic state localized at site i (atomic orbital), 〈 i, j 〉 represents nearest neighbors
lattice sites i and j, ⟪ i, j ⟫ represents second nearest neighbors sites i and j, i ∈ A represents sites in the sublattice
A (resp. i ∈ B in the sublattice B). This Hamiltonian is composed of a first nearest neighbors hopping term with
a hopping amplitude t, a second neighbors hopping term with a hopping parameter t2, and a last sublattice
symmetry breaking term with on-site energies +M for sites of sublattice A, and −M for sublattice B, which
thus breaks inversion symmetry. Moreover, the Aharanov–Bohm phases due to the time-reversal breaking local
magnetic fluxes are taken into account through the Peierls substitution:
t i j → t i j exp
 
−i eħh
∫
Γi j
~A · d~`
!
(31)
where t i j is the hopping parameter between sites i and j, and where Γi j is the hop trajectory from site i to site j
and ~A is a potential vector accounting for the presence of the magnetic flux. In Haldane’s model, magnetic fluxes
are imposed such that the phase accumulated through a nearest neighbor A→ B (or B→ A) hopping vanishes,
whereas the phase accumulated through a second-neighbors hopping A→ A or B→ B is nonzero (see. Fig. 6 for
a possible flux distribution). The Aharonov–Bohm phase gained through A→ A hopping is opposite of the one
gained through B→ B hopping. Notice that to use Peierls substitution, we choose a gauge for the vector potential;
U(1) gauge invariance of the model is reflected in the independence of results of this particular choice of the
phases. The Peierls substitution amounts to the substitution:
t → t and t2→ t2eiφ (32)
where the Aharonov–Bohm phase φ due to the local magnetic flux is taken as a parameter of the model.
The Fourier transform of the Hamiltonian (30) with Aharonov–Bohm phases leads to a 2×2 Bloch Hamiltonian
in the (A, B) sublattices basis:
H(k) = hµ(k)σµ (33)
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−6ϕ ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ
Figure 6: Example of a choice for magnetic flux in an Haldane cell (left). We have used ϕ = φ/2 to simplify. Second-neighbors hopping
corresponds to a nonzero flux (middle), whereas first-neighbors hopping gives a zero flux (right), so the total flux through a unit cell is zero.
with
h0 = 2t2 cosφ
3∑
i=1
cos(k · bi) ; hz = M − 2t2 sinφ
3∑
i=1
sin(k · bi) ; (34a)
hx = t

1+ cos(k · b1) + cos(k · b2) ; hy = t sin(k · b1)− sin(k · b2) ; (34b)
with a convention where ~h is periodic: ~h(k+ Gmn) =~h(k).
3.5.4. Phase diagram of Haldane’s model
To determine the phase diagram, let us find the points in the parameter space where the local gap closes
(i.e. h= ‖h‖= 0) at some points of the Brillouin torus. In graphene, which corresponds to (M ,φ) = (0, 0) in the
diagram, the two energy bands are degenerate (h= 0) at the Dirac points K et K ′ (see eq. (29)). At a generic point
of the diagram, this degeneracy is lifted, and the system is an insulator (h 6= 0), except when |M |= 3p3t2 sinφ.
The corresponding line separates four a priori different insulating states, see Fig. 7. Haldane has shown that for
|M |> 3p3t2 sinφ, the Chern number of the filled band vanishes, which means that the corresponding insulator
is topologically trivial. On the contrary, when |M | < 3p3t2 sinφ, the Chern number is ±1 [5]. This defines
Haldane’s phase diagram (Fig. 7); we will recover these results in section 3.5.6.
−pi 0 pi
0
3
√
3
−3√3
φ
M/t2
C1 = −1 C1 = +1
C1 = 0
C1 = 0
Figure 7: Phase diagram of the Haldane model, giving the first Chern number c1 on the plane (φ, M/t2) (the manifold of parameters is
S1 ×R, variable φ being a phase).
Let us note that on the critical lines which separate insulating phases with different topologies, there is
a phase transition and the system is not insulating anymore: it is a semi-metal with low energy Dirac states.
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M/t2
φC1 = −1 C1 = +1
C1 = 0
Figure 8: Pictorial view of the Haldane phase diagram, showing the transition between 0 and 1 Chern numbers. The system is topological
when the Dirac monopole (red point) is inside the closed surface Σ (gray spheroid). The orientation of the surface Σ changes when φ changes
sign. When M varies, the center of the surface moves with respect to the Dirac monopole.
At the transition between c1 = 0 and c1 = 1, the gap closes at one Dirac point K01(M ,φ), whereas at the
transition between c1 = 0 and c1 =−1, the gap closes at a different Dirac point K0−1(M ,φ). These points evolve
continuously with the parameters (M ,φ). From this perspective, the pure graphene (M ,φ) = (0, 0) corresponds
to a bicritical transition where the gap closes simultaneously at both points K0 1(0,0) and K0−1(0,0) which are
the two nonequivalent Dirac points (29).
3.5.5. Geometric interpretation
As we have seen in section 3.4 (see also Appendix C), this Chern number admits a simple interpretation for
a two-level Hamiltonian. Let us consider the closed surface Σ defined by ~h(k) as k runs through the Brillouin
torus (see eq. (34)). The Chern number correspond to the total flux of the field created by a « Dirac monopole »
located at the origin through this surface. When the monopole is inside Σ, the flux is non zero and the phase is
topologically nontrivial, whereas when the monopole is outside Σ, the net flux vanishes and the phase is trivial.
Moreover, as the components hx and hy do not depend on M/t2 nor on φ, it is interesting for illustration purpose
to replace the surface Σ by a spheroid Σ′, with height 6
p
3sinφ and center (0, 0, M/t2), as in figure 9. From the
M/t26
√
3 sinφ
Figure 9: The simplified surface Σ′, depicted in two dimensions, and the origin (red circle). The z-axis is vertical, and goes upward. The
surface Σ′ is an oblate or prolate spheroid, with height proportional to sinφ, with a coefficient that does not depend on M/t2 nor on φ. The
center of the spheroid is at an height M/t2.
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evolution of this surface Σ′ as a function of M/t2 and φ, we identify easily Haldane’s phase diagram, see Fig. 7
and Fig. 8. At a phase transition between two insulators with different Chern numbers, the origin necessarily
crosses the surface Σ, corresponding to a gap closing (i.e. h= ‖h‖ = 0) at least at one point on the Brillouin torus.
Therefore, the topological phase transition is a semi-metallic phase.
3.5.6. Determination of the Chern numbers in the phase diagram
To determine in a more rigorous manner the topological phase diagram of Haldane model requires the
evaluation of the Chern number c11 as a function of the parameters (M/t2,φ). A simple method [29] consists in
using the geometric interpretation of the Chern number as the number of intersections between some ray coming
from the origin and the oriented closed surface Σ spanned by h (see Appendix C). Alternatively, we can consider
half of the number of intersections with a line instead of a ray. A natural choice for this line is the Oz axis. If D is
the set of pre-images by h of those intersections, i.e. D = h−1(Oz ∩Σ), the Chern number is:
c1 =
1
2
∑
k∈D
sign [h(k) · n(k)] , (35)
where n(k) is the normal vector to Σ at k (where it is ±eˆz in the formula). We obtain (with a slight abuse of
notation):
c1 =
1
2
∑
k∈D
sign [F(k)] , (36)
where F is the Berry curvature from eq. (23). More explicitely, we obtain:
c1 =
1
2
∑
k∈D
sign

hz(k)

sign

∂~h
∂ kx
× ∂~h
∂ ky

z

, (37)
the second term accounting for the direction of the normal. We now need to determine the set D, i.e. the set of
wavevectors k such that hx(k) = hy(k) = 0 (so that ~h lies the z axis). As the components hx and hy of (34) are
M/t2 and φ independent, they are identical to those in pure graphene (which is the point (M/t2,φ) = (0,0)),
these points are the Dirac points of graphene 4:
D =
¨
K =
− 4pi
3
p
3
0

et K ′ =−K
«
. (38)
Hence the quantities we need to compute are the masses of the Dirac points:
hz(K) = M − 3p3t2 sinφ and hz(K ′) = M + 3p3t2 sinφ, (39)
and the Chern number is thus given by:
c1 =
1
2

sign

M
t2
+ 3
p
3sin(φ)

− sign

M
t2
− 3p3sin(φ)

, (40)
which corresponds to the original result of [5] (see also Fig. 7). Obviously this method is specific neither to
graphene nor to Haldane’s model; we can apply it very efficiently to two bands general models indexed by a
vector ~h, as it necessitate only to compute the sign of hz at points where hx and hy vanish.
4. As the Dirac points are on the boundary of the standard Brillouin zone, there appears six points on this Brillouin zone depicted in the
place, but only two inequivalent ones on the torus.
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3.5.7. Surface states
One of the crucial consequences of a nontrivial bulk topology is the appearance of metallic edge states at
the surface of a topological insulator. An sketchy way to understand the appearance of these surface states is
the following: as the Chern number is a topological quantity, it cannot change simply through a continuous
transformation, but only at a phase transition associated with a gap closing. Following [15] and [30], we discuss
the appearance of edge states due to the change in bulk topology.
Let us start with a time-reversal invariant, parity-invariant system like graphene. The time-reversal symmetry
implies hz(k) = hz(−k), whereas the inversion symmetry implies hz(k) =−hz(−k). Hence when both symmetries
are present, hz identically vanishes. A Dirac point is an isolated point K of the Brillouin torus where the gap
closes i.e. h(K) = 0, so that the dispersion relation around this point is linear. Nielsen–Ninomiya’s theorem
[31] implies that Dirac points come in pairs in a time-reversal invariant system. Hence, the simplest case is one
with two Dirac points K and K ′. This is the case of the Haldane model discussed in section 3.5. In Haldane’s
model, the time-reversal invariance is lifted. The gap at the Dirac points opens because hz(K) 6= 0, but we have
still hx(K) = hy(K) = 0. Hence, the Dirac points have gained a mass m = hz(K). Indeed, let us linearize the
Hamiltonian (4) around a Dirac point K by writing k = K + q :
Hl(q) = ħhvF q ·σ2d +mσz (41)
with q = (qx , qy) and σ2d = (σx ,σy), and m = hz(K). The linearization gives rise to a massive Dirac Hamiltonian
with mass m. In the following, we set ħhvF = 1. In Haldane’s model, we have (see eq.(34))
m= hz(K) = M − 3p3t2 sinφ and m′ = hz(K ′) = M + 3p3t2 sinφ (42)
As c1 = (sign m− sign m′)/2, the masses m and m′ of the Dirac points K and K ′ have the same sign in the trivial
case, whereas they have opposite signs in the topological case.
Let us now consider an interface at y = 0 between a (nontrivial) Haldane insulator with a Chern number
c1 = 1 for y < 0 and a (trivial) insulator with c1 = 0 for y > 0. Necessarily, one of the masses changes sign at the
interface: m(y < 0)< 0 and m(y > 0)> 0, whereas the other one has a constant sign m′ > 0 (see Fig. 10). It is
then natural to set m(0) = 0, which implies that the gap closes at the interface. A more precise analysis shows that
there are indeed surface states [15]. As the mass m depends on the position, it is more convenient to express the
single-particle Hamiltonian in space representation. By inverting the Fourier transform in (41) (which amounts to
the replacement q→−i∇), we obtain the Hermitian Hamiltonian:
Hl =−i∇ ·σ2d +m(y)σz =

m(y) −i∂x − ∂y−i∂x + ∂y −m(y)

. (43)
In order to get separable PDE, let us rotate the basis with the unitary matrix:
U =
1p
2

1 1
1 −1

(44)
to obtain the Schrödinger equation:
U ·Hl · U−1

α
β

=
 −i∂x ∂y +m(y)−∂y +m(y) i∂x

α
β

= E

α
β

. (45)
This matrix equation corresponds to two separable PDE:
(−i∂x − E)α= S1 =−(∂y +m(y))β (46a)
(i∂x − E)β = S2 =−(−∂y +m(y))α (46b)
In order to obtain integrable solutions, the corresponding separations constants S1 and S2 must be zero. We can
then solve separately for α and β . For our choice of m(y), there is only one normalizable solution, which reads in
the original basis:
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ψqx (x , y)∝ eiqx x exp

−
∫ y
0
m(y ′)dy ′
 
1
1

(47)
and has an energy E(qx) = EF + ħhvFqx . This solution is localized transverse to the interface where m changes
sign (see Fig. 10). The edge state crosses the Fermi energy at qx = 0, with a positive group velocity vF and thus
corresponds to a “chiral right moving” edge state. When considering a transition from an insulator with the
opposite Chern number to the vacuum, one would get a “chiral left moving” edge state.
nontrivial insulator trivial insulator
y
m(y) and ∣ψ∣2
Figure 10: Schematic view of edge states at a Chern–trivial insulator interface. The mass m(y) (blue dashed line) and the wavefunction
amplitude
ψ2 (red continuous line) are drawn along the coordinate y orthogonal to the interface y = 0.
3.6. Models with higher Chern numbers
O
Figure 11: Let us consider a site at O. The nearest neighbors (from the opposite sublattice) are located on the dotted black circle. The second
neigbors (from the same sublattice) are on the blue dashed circle. The third neighbors are on the continuous red circle.
Topological phases with higher Chern numbers can be incorporated into Haldane’s model by considering
interactions beyond second neighbors [29]. We briefly review an example with third nearest neighbors where the
Chern number can take values 0,±1,±2.
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We consider a Haldane’s model with an additional interaction term between third nearest neighbors with a
hopping amplitude t3 (see Fig. 11). The vector ~h(k) parametrizing the effective two-band model is then
h0 = 2t2 cosφ
3∑
i=1
cos(k · bi); (48a)
hx = t

1+ cos(k · b1) + cos(k · b2)+ t3 2cos k ·  b1 + b2+ cos k ·  b1 − b2 ; (48b)
hy = t

sin(k · b1)− sin(k · b2)+ t3 sin k ·  b1 − b2 ; (48c)
hz = M − 2t2 sinφ
3∑
i=1
sin(k · bi); (48d)
For a correctly choosen domain of t3, the Chern number can take the value
c1 = 2. The phase diagram in the
plane (M/t2,φ) is drawn in Fig. 12. The geometric interpretation is essentially the same that in Haldane’s model,
but the surface Σ can now wrap multiple times around the origin, corresponding to higher Chern numbers. The
subtleties of the surface play an important role in the transitions: to hint at its evolution, we consider sections in
the planes xz and x y . The results are presented in Figs. 12 and 13.
−pi 0 pi
0
M/t2
φ
2 −2
−1 1
−1 1
0
0
(a)
(b)
Figure 12: Schematic phase diagram of the extended Haldane model in the plane (M/t2,φ) for, e.g., t2/t1 = 0.5 and t3/t1 = 0.35 [29].
Values of the Chern number are indicated as labels of the different phases. Arrows locate the topological transitions pictured in Fig. 13.
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n = 1 case n = 0 casehz
hy
n = 1 case
n = −2 case
hx
hy
Figure 13: (Left) Transition 0↔ 1 (arrow (a) in fig. 12), identical to the transition in Haldane’s model. (Right) Transition −2↔ 1 (arrow (b)
in fig. 12). When M or φ vary, the surface Σ is pushed in the z direction. However, sections of the surface in the x y plane differ at different
heights z, implying a non-trivial change of the Chern number.
4. Z2 topological insulators
4.1. Introduction
A different kind of topological insulator was discovered by Kane and Mele [7] in 2005. Indeed, while the
previous Chern topological order occurs in bands unconstrained by symmetries, and in particular by time reversal
symmetry, the Kane–Mele topological order characterizes bands constrained by time-reversal symmetry. More
precisely, it is a property of half-integer spin bands in the presence of time-reversal symmetry. The topological
property of the valence band arises only when the constraints imposed by time-reversal symmetry are enforced.
Initially, Kane and Mele considered a model analogous to Haldane’s model, but with spin 1
2
electrons and a
spin-orbit interaction replacing the magnetic fluxes. This spin-orbit interaction is indeed time reversal symmetric.
Unlike the Chern insulator characterized by a Chern number that can take any integer value, Kane and Mele’s
topological insulator is characterized by a Z2 index that can take only two values (e.g., 0 and 1 or −1 and +1).
The corresponding two-dimensional phase, denoted quantum spin Hall effect (QSHE) also exhibits edge states
of different natures than for Chern insulators as they do not break time-reversal symmetry. From these edge
states point of view, the Z2 index was interpreted as the parity of the number of time-reversal pairs of edge states.
In 2007, following a proposal by Bernevig, Hugues, and Zhang (BHZ) [9], the first experimental realization
of the QSHE state was achieved in HgTe quantum wells by the group of L. Molenkamp [10]. The same year,
this topological order was generalized from two- to three-dimensional systems by three independent theoretical
groups [12, 13, 14]. Hence, unlike Chern insulators, Z2 topological insulators also exist in three dimensions. This
discovery triggered a huge number of theoretical and experimental studies.
The purpose of this part of the article is to define the Z2 topological index characterizing these new phases as a
bulk property, in a manner analogous to the previous description of Chern insulators. To illustrate the Z2 topology,
we wish, by analogy with Chern insulators, to exemplify explicitly the obstruction to globally define eigenvectors
of the Bloch Hamiltonian that satisfy the time-reversal symmetry constraints. For this purpose, we will consider
simple tight-binding models that play an analogous role to the Haldane’s model for the Chern topological order.
These simplest models involve naturally the space inversion symmetry, both because of a drastic reduction of the
number of free parameters and because of a very simple expression of the Z2 invariant (see section 4.5.4). For the
sake of pedagogy, we will only consider two-dimensional Z2 insulators, which are characterized by a topological
index (−1)ν . The system is trivial when (−1)ν =+1, whereas it is nontrivial when (−1)ν =−1.
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4.2. Time-reversal symmetry
4.2.1. The time-reversal operation
Time-reversal operation amounts to the transformation in time t → −t. As such, quantities like spatial
position, energy, or electric field are even under time-reversal, whereas quantities like time, linear momentum,
angular momentum, or magnetic field are odd under time-reversal operation. Within quantum mechanics, the
time-reversal operation is described by an anti-unitary operator Θ (which is allowed by Wigner’s theorem)
[32, 33], that is to say (i) it is anti-linear, i.e. Θ(αx) = α?Θ(x) for α ∈ C and (ii) it satisfies Θ†Θ = 1, i.e.
Θ† =Θ−1.
When spin degrees of freedom are included, time-reversal operation has to reverse the different spin expec-
tation values: the corresponding standard representation of the time-reversal operator is [33] Θ = e−ipiJy/ħh K,
where Jy is the y component of the spin operator, and K is the complex conjugation (acting on the left). From
this expression, the time-reversal operator appears to be a pi rotation in the spin space. Therefore, and because
the spin operator e−ipiJy/ħh is real and unaffected by K, in an integer spin system, the time-reversal operator is
involutive, i.e. Θ2 = 1. However, for the 1
2
-integer spin system, this operation is anti-involutive: Θ2 =−1. This
property will have crucial consequences in the following. As usual, a first quantized single-particle Hamiltonian H
is time-reversal invariant if it commutes with the time-reversal operator, i.e. [H,Θ] = 0.
4.2.2. Time-reversal symmetry in Bloch bands
In the following, we consider the band theory of electrons in crystals [34], and hence we focus on the
case of spin 1
2
particles, with Θ2 = −1. Focusing on non-interacting electrons, we can describe the electronic
bands through a first-quantized Hamiltonian, or equivalently through the Fourier-transformed effective Bloch
Hamiltonian k→ H(k) defined on the Brillouin torus. In this context, the Bloch time-reversal operator Θ will
relate to the electronic Bloch states at k and −k, i.e. it is an anti-unitary map from the fiber at k to the fiber at −k
of the vector bundle on the Brillouin torus that represents the bands of the system. In a time-reversal invariant
system, the Bloch Hamiltonians at k and −k satisfy:
H(−k) = ΘH(k)Θ−1. (49)
As time-reversal operation maps a fiber at k to a fiber at −k, it is useful to consider the application on the
Brillouin torus that relates the corresponding momenta: ϑ : T2→ T2, defined as ϑ k =−k on the torus, i.e. up
to a lattice vector. The time-reversal operator is then viewed as a lift to this map ϑ on the total Bloch bundle
T2 ×C2n describing the electronic states of all bands. It can be represented by an unitary matrix UΘ which does
not depend on the momentum k on the Brillouin torus. Hence, it is a map:
T2 ×C2n→ T2 ×C2n
(k, v) 7→ (ϑk,Θv) = (−k, UΘK v) (50)
which sends the fiber of all bands Hk ' C2n at k to the fiber Hϑk at ϑk =−k. We sum that up by Θ : Hk →Hϑk.
Notice that this implies that Θ2 =−1, indeed maps a fiber to itself.
In a time-reversal invariant system of spin 1
2
particles, the Berry curvature within valence bands is odd:
Fα(k) =−Fα(−k). Hence the Chern number of the corresponding bands α vanishes: the valence vector bundle is
always trivial from the point of view of Chern indices. It is only when the constraints imposed by time-reversal
symmetry on the eigenstates are considered that a different kind of non-trivial topology can emerge.
4.2.3. Kramers pairs
Time reversal implies the existence of Kramers pairs of eigenstates: equation (49) implies that the image by
time-reversal of any eigenstate of the Bloch Hamiltonian H(k) at k is an eigenstate of the Bloch Hamiltonian
H(−k) at −k, with the same energy. This is the Kramers theorem [33]. These two eigenstates, that a priori live in
different fibers, are called Kramers partners. Θ2 =−1 implies that these two Kramers partners are orthogonal.
Note that the orthogonality of these Kramers partners in different fibers has only a meaning if we embed these
fibers in the complete trivial bundle T2 ×C2n corresponding to the whole state space of the Bloch Hamiltonian.
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Ek
µ
λ1 λ2 λ1
Figure 14: Typical energy spectrum of a time-reversal invariant system (continuous lines) on a closed loop of the Brillouin torus. At the
TRIM λi , there is always a degeneracy of the filled bands (resp. empty bands). A Kramers pair is drawn as two black circles. When inversion
symmetry is present, the filled bands (resp. empty bands) are everywhere degenerate (dashed lines).
kx
ky
pi
0
−pi
pi0−pi
Figure 15: The four time-reversal invariant momenta in dimension d = 2: (0, 0), (pi, 0), (0,pi) et (pi,pi). The Brillouin torus T2 is represented
as a primitive cell, whose sides must be glued together; points equivalent up to a lattice vector have been drawn with the same symbol.
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In view of the action of this time-reversal operation of the Bloch vector bundle, some points of the Brillouin
torus appear of high interest: the points λ that are invariant under time-reversal [35], i.e. which verify λ =−λ+G
where G is a reciprocal lattice vector. Therefore, they are the points λ = G/2, with G a reciprocal lattice vector (see
Fig. 15 for the example of a two dimensional square lattice). These points, usually named time-reversal invariant
momenta (TRIM), or high-symmetry points, are fixed points of ϑ and play an important role in time-reversal
invariant systems. In the following, we denote the set of TRIM as Λ. At these time reversal invariant points, the
two partners of a Kramers pair live in the same fiber. As they are orthogonal and possess the same energy, the
spectrum is necessarily always degenerate at these TRIM points (see Fig. 14). We will see in the following that
the constraints imposed by the presence of these Kramers partners around the valence Bloch bundle are at the
origin of the Kane–Mele topological order.
4.2.4. Inversion symmetry
In the previous section, time-reversal symmetry was shown to relate fibers at k and −k around the Brillouin
torus. Hence, a particular spatial symmetry plays an important role when time reversal is at work: parity symmetry.
The space inversion (or parity) P reverses the space coordinates, i.e. its action on coordinates is P~x =−~x . In an
inversion symmetric crystal, the lattice is left globally invariant by the inversion operation P. However, different
sublattices are exchanged. Moreover P may act nontrivially on the Hilbert space of the internal degrees of freedom
of the electronic states, depending on the atomic orbitals chosen to build the Bloch bands. Hence the explicit
form of the parity operator will depend on the considered atomic basis. In the following, we will consider two
particular cases of historical importance (with the bases (52)):
– the Kane–Mele model: a tight-binding model built out of identical atomic orbitals on a bipartite lattice. In
this case, the parity operator is diagonal in the space of atomic orbitals: its only action is to exchange the
sublattices, so P= σx ⊗1 (up to a global sign 5 that does not affect the topological properties);
– the Bernevig–Hughes–Zhang (BHZ) model: a tight-binding model built out of atomic orbitals with opposite
parity eigenvalues, but on a Bravais lattice. This corresponds to P = σz ⊗1 (e.g., the Bernevig–Hughes–
Zhang model).
In the first case, σx exchanges the sublattices; in the second case, σz implements the parity eigenvalues of s and p
orbitals. In both cases, the spin remains obviously unaffected.
4.2.5. Simple four-band models and symmetries
We are now in a position to define the simplest insulator with spin-dependent time-reversal bands. The
Kramers degeneracy imposes that they correspond to a pair of Kramers related bands below a gap, and pair of
Kramers related bands above the gap (see Fig. 14). Hence the simplest model describing an insulator of electrons
with spin and time-reversal symmetry is a four-level model. The Bloch Hamiltonian of a four-level system (e.g., a
two-level system with spin) is a 4× 4 Hermitian matrix. As a basis for the vector space of 4× 4 Hermitian matrix,
we can choose to use the identity matrix 1, five Hermitian gamma matrices (Γa)1≤a≤5 which obey the Clifford
algebra {Γa,Γb} = 2δa,b, and their commutators Γab = (2i)−1[Γa,Γb], ten of which are independent [35]. In
such a basis, the Bloch Hamiltonian is parameterized by real function di(k), di j(k) as:
H(k) = d0(k)1 +
5∑
i=1
di(k)Γi +
∑
i> j
di j(k)Γi j (51)
The gamma matrices are constructed as tensor products of Pauli matrices that represent the two-level systems
associated with a first degree of freedom and the spin of electrons. For the Kane–Mele model, the bipartite lattice
has two sublattices A and B, corresponding to this first degree of freedom. In the BHZ model, this two-level
system consists of the two different orbitals s and p associated with each lattice site. The tensor product of a
sublattice (or orbital) basis (A, B) and a spin basis (↑,↓) provides the basis
(A, B)⊗ (↑,↓) = (A ↑, A ↓, B ↑, B ↓) or (s, p)⊗ (↑,↓) = (s ↑, s ↓, p ↑, p ↓) (52)
5. In the case of graphene, the parity eigenvalues of the pz orbitals is −1.
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for the four-level system. The sublattice (orbital) operators are expanded on the basis (σi), and the spin ones are
expanded on (si), where σi and si are sublattice (orbital) and spin Pauli matrices, and the zeroth Pauli matrix is
taken to be the identity matrix. With those choices, the time-reversal operator reads:
Θ= i (1⊗ sy)K. (53)
Several conventions are possible for the gamma matrices, and it is judicious to choose them so that the
symmetries of the Hamiltonian reflect into simple condition on the functions di(k), di j(k) [35]. The expression for
the Z2 invariant will turn out to be simpler for parity-invariant systems: this motivate our choice to impose this
symmetry. Following Fu and Kane [35], we choose the first gamma matrix Γ1 to correspond to the parity operator:
Γ1 = P. Therefore, Γ1 is obviously even under P and also under Θ. This choice ensures that the other Γi matrices
are odd under parity, i.e. PΓiP−1 = ηi Γi with η1 = +1 and η j = −1 for j ≥ 2. Similarly, we obtain for the Γi j
matrices PΓi jP−1 = ηiη j Γi j . Let us now enforce the Γi≥2 matrices to be odd under time-reversal symmetry:
ΘΓiΘ−1 = ηi Γi . Due to the presence of i in their definition, the Γi j now follow a different rule under time-reversal
symmetry than under parity: ΘΓi jΘ−1 =−ηiη j Γi j Hence, with this convention, both P and Θ symmetries imply
consistent conditions on the function di(k): d1(k) is an even function around the TRIM points 6 : d1(k) = d1(−k),
while the functions di (i > 1) are odd, i.e. di(k) =−di(−k). On the other hand, the parity conditions imposed on
the functions di j(k) by P and Θ symmetries are opposite to each other and cannot be simultaneously satisfied:
the di j(k) must vanish. These constraints can equivalently be deduced from the behavior of the matrices under
the PΘ symmetry: with our choice, the Γi are even (PΘ) Γi (PΘ)−1 = Γi while their commutators are odd under
PΘ: (PΘ) Γi j (PΘ)−1 =−Γi j .
Hence with the above conventions, we have reduced our study of PΘ invariant four band insulators from the
general Hamiltonian (51) to the simpler Hamiltonian:
H(k) = d0(k)1 +
5∑
i=1
di(k)Γi . (54)
Note that because of the PΘ symmetry, the spectrum of such an Hamiltonian is everywhere degenerate (Fig. 14,
dashed lines). In the general case, it reads:
E±(k) = d0(k)±
s
5∑
i=1
d2i (k) (55)
In the following, we neglect the d0 coefficient, which plays no role in the topological properties of the system.
We will now turn to the detailed study of topological properties of two such four-band Hamiltonians. We
will use the notion of obstruction to illustrate the occurrence of topological order in the valence bands of these
models. Before proceeding, let us stress that in the presence of time-reversal symmetry, the bundle of filled bands
V is always trivial as a vector bundle. Hence, there is always a global basis of eigenstates |ui〉1≤i≤2 of the valence
bundle perfectly defined on the whole Brillouin torus. However, the valence bundle V is not always trivial when
endowed with the additional structure imposed by time reversal symmetry. Hence topological order will manifest
itself as an impossibility to continuously define Kramers pairs on the whole Brillouin torus when the insulator
is nontrivial, that is to say, the global basis cannot satisfy Θ |u1(k)〉 = |u2(−k)〉. Hence, special care has to be
devoted to this Kramers constraints when determining the valence bands’ eigenstates. The aim of the following
section is to demonstrate the occurrence of such an obstruction, before describing more general expressions of the
topological index.
6. On the Brillouin torus, the odd or even behaviour of a function happens around any TRIM. Let us consider a function f and suppose
that we have f (k) = f (−k) for all k. Let λ ∈ Λ be a time-reversal invariant point. We have then λ =−λ, so f (λ+ k) = f (−λ− k) = f (λ− k)
for any k. Hence, if f is even, it is also “even” around any TRIM. It obviously also works for an odd function.
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Figure 16: Examples of lines of zero of d1 (continuous blue) and d2 (dashed red) in the topological case, where d1 is only negative (or only
positive) at the origin. For simplicity, these lines have been represented as straight lines, without loss of generality. At the intersections (green
points) where d1 = d2 = 0, singularities of the globally defined Kramers pairs of eigenvectors appear. These singularities cannot be removed
by continuously deforming the parameters, unless the gap closes or the time-reversal invariance is broken.
4.3. Atomic orbitals of identical parity: Kane–Mele-like model
4.3.1. Minimal model
Let us consider a time-reversal invariant band insulator on an inversion symmetric bipartite lattice with
spin, such as the Kane–Mele model introduced in [7] and [35]. We work in the « sublattice tensor spin » basis
(A ↑, A ↓, B ↑, B ↓), where the parity operator only exchanges A and B sites:
P= σx ⊗1 (56)
The model is written in the form of eq. (54), with the gamma matrices chosen to be:
Γ1 = P= σx ⊗1 Γ2 = σy ⊗1 Γ3 = σz ⊗ sx Γ4 = σz ⊗ sy Γ5 = σz ⊗ sz (57)
Following the discussion in the precious section 4.2.5, the parity and time-reversal constraints imply d1(k) to be
an even function in the Brillouin torus, while the di≥2(k) are odd functions. Hence, all di except d1 vanish at the
time reversal invariants points. Moreover, the functions di≥2(k) should vanish around time-reversal invariant lines
connecting those TRIM (see Fig. 16).
For the system to remain insulating, and due to the vanishing of the di≥2(λ), we must have d1(λ) 6= 0 for all
TRIM λ ∈ Λ. The quantities d1(λ) correspond to the opposite of the parity eigenvalues ξ(λ) of the bands at the
TRIM 7. In the following, we will try to convince the reader that the bulk invariant unveiled by Fu and Kane (see
section 4.5.4): ∏
λ∈Λ
sign d1(λ) (58)
is indeed a topological index related to the obstruction to globally define Kramers pairs (especially of eigenvectors
of the Bloch Hamiltonian). Hence, for the model to display a topological insulating phase, the function d1(k)
cannot take values of same sign at all the TRIM. Hence, this function should vanish somewhere on the Brillouin
torus. As d1 is even, it will typically vanish on a time-reversal invariant loop around one or several TRIM. Hence,
to keep the gap open, at least two non-zero coefficients di≥2 are needed (see Fig. 16). As these functions di≥2 are
odd, they vanish on time-reversal invariant curves connecting the TRIM which cross necessarily the loop where d1
7. The energy of filled bands is always negative (with d0 = 0). Thus, at a TRIM λ, the parity eigenvalue of the filled states is the opposite
of the sign of the coefficient d1(λ). This is because E(λ) |u〉= d1(λ)Γ1 |u〉= d1(λ)ξ(λ) |u〉 so E(λ) = d1(λ)ξ(λ). As the state is filled, we
have E(λ)< 0, so we get sign[ξ(λ)] =− sign[d1(λ)].
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vanishes. With only one nonzero function da in addition to d1, there are always crossing points where the gap
vanishes, at the intersections of the d1 = 0 loops and the di≥2 = 0 curves. Thus, to impose an insulating state, we
need to consider a minimal model with at least two functions di≥2. To sum up, the simplest description of an
insulating state with a possibly nontrivial topology is parameterized through eq. (54) by three nonzero functions:
d1 and two additional functions di≥2. The simplest such example consists of choosing nonzero d1, d2, and d5
values, as this choice preserves the spin quantum numbers. It is precisely the case considered by Fu and Kane
[35] to describe an inversion symmetric version of the Kane and Mele’s model of graphene.
4.3.2. Obstruction
The filled normalized eigenstates with energy −‖d‖ =−pd21 + d22 + d25 for the model defined in the previous
section are, up to a phase 8:
|u1〉= 1
N1

0
−d5 −‖d‖
0
d1 + id2
 and |u2〉= 1N2

d5 −‖d‖
0
d1 + id2
0
 , (59)
where N j(~d) are positive coefficients ensuring that the vectors are normalized. Those vectors are obviously
orthogonal, and thus form an orthonormal basis of the space of filled bands. We can easily verify that they also
form Kramers pairs, i.e. that Θ |u1(k)〉= |u2(−k)〉. To do so, let us note that if |u j[~d]〉 is an eigenvector at k, the
corresponding eigenvector at −k is obtained by changing the sign of all components of ~d except d1. Note that a
naive point-wise diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian does not automatically provide Kramers pairs in the inversion
symmetric case, in particular when d3, d4 are nonzero, i.e. when the spin projection sz is not conserved. The
easiest and systematic procedure is then to remove the additional degeneracy by introducing an infinitesimal
parity-breaking, time-reversal invariant perturbation, such as a constant d12.
From (59), we infer that the limit of these eigenstates is ill-defined when d1, d2→ 0. To analyze this limit, we
consider the polar decomposition d1 + id2 = t eiθ , to obtain:
|u1〉= 1
N1

0
−d5 −
d5p1+ (t/d5)2
0
teiθ
 and |u2〉= 1N2

d5 −
d5p1+ (t/d5)2
0
teiθ
0
 . (60)
In the limit t → 0 (while keeping the vectors normalized), we obtain (see Appendix E for details):
|u1〉 →

0
−1
0
0
 and |u2〉 →

0
0
eiθ
0
 for d5 > 0, (61a)
and
|u1〉 →

0
0
0
eiθ
 and |u2〉 →

−1
0
0
0
 for d5 < 0. (61b)
The phase θ is ill-defined when t → 0, so one of these eigenstates is ill-defined at the points where d1 = d2 = 0 are
ill-defined. It is possible to show that such a singularity cannot be removed by a U(2) change of basis preserving
the Kramers pairs structure (see also [36] for a related point of view).
8. Notice that this expression only stands when d4 = d3 = 0.
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Let us now discuss the existence of points k in the Brillouin torus where both d1(k) and d2(k) vanish. When
d1(k) takes values of constant sign on the whole Brillouin torus, such points cannot arise and there is no
obstruction to define Kramers pairs of eigenstates from (59). This corresponds to a topologically trivial insulator.
If however d1(k) changes sign, there appear time reversal symmetric lines along which d1(k) vanishes. If these
lines do not encircle one of the TRIM, a smooth deformation of the Hamiltonian allows us to shrink and remove
these lines without closing the gap. However, if one such line encircles a TRIM, the condition of d1(λ) 6= 0 at
the TRIM points λ ∈ Λ implies that this line cannot be removed without closing the gap. In this last case, which
corresponds to the situation where d1(k) takes values of opposite sign at the different TRIM, as the d1 = 0 loops
cannot cross the TRIM, there are always common zeros of d1 and d2 – hence singularities for the eigenfunctions.
This corresponds to an obstruction to globally define the Kramers pairs of eigenstate on the Brillouin torus, and
thus to a topological non-trivial insulator (see Fig. 17).
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Figure 17: Zero lines of d1 (continuous blue) and d2 (dashed red) in the topological case. In this case, there are two TRIM with positive
d1 and two TRIM with negative ones. Although there are singularities (left-hand side), a smooth deformation (middle) of the Hamiltonian
can remove them (right-hand side). This can be understood as the annihilation of vortices of d1 + id2, which automatically have opposite
vorticities because of the geometry.
To properly relate the existence of this obstruction, i.e. the occurrence of the singularities (61), to topological
properties of the phase, we study the effect of a continuous deformation of the Hamiltonian preserving time-
reversal, parity invariance, and the existence of a gap. The lines where the odd functions di≥2 = 0 can be deformed
provided they remain invariant under k→−k, and that di = 0 at each TRIM. One can globally change the sign of
the di ’s without altering the topology of the system. Hence, we can suppose that at least two TRIM have a positive
d1 without loss of generality. The reader can convince himself, e.g., by drawing little diagrams showing the zero
lines of the coefficients, that the only cases where the singularities d1 = d2 = 0 cannot be removed corresponds to
the situation where the line d1(k) = 0 encircles only one of the TRIM (see Fig. 16), i.e. when
∏
λ∈Λ sign d1(λ)< 0.
In the cases where d1 is negative at two different TRIM (Fig. 17), we can remove the singularities by a smooth
deformation (Fig. 17) or there is no singularity at all. This direct obstruction allows us to identify the quantity∏
λ∈Λ sign d1(λ) as a topological index for the insulating phases of this model. This is precisely the expression
of the Kane–Mele invariant for parity symmetric Hamiltonian, as derived by Fu and Kane [35]. Moreover, the
singularities of the globally defined Kramers pairs that we have identified, which occur at the Dirac points of the
underlying graphene model, correspond to the vortices of the Pfaffian of the matrix introduced by Kane and Mele
in their seminal article [7] (see section 4.5.3).
We can notice that in the above argument, parity breaking is required to adiabatically deform a model where
d1(k) changes sign twice in the Brillouin torus to a model where d1 has a constant sign (Fig. 17 and 18). Indeed,
as all coefficients di≥2 are zero at the TRIM, it is not possible for d1 to change sign at those points without an
additional parity breaking function di j maintaining the gap open. Indeed, these models correspond to identical
values of the Z2 Kane–Mele–Fu invariant. But additional finer topological classes appear when only parity
symmetric deformation of the Hamiltonian are allowed. This property is in agreement with the recent results of
Alexandradinata et al. who have identified an integer-valued Z topological invariant classifies inversion-symmetric
topological insulators in two and three dimensions [37].
The above discussion shows that the twist of a topologically nontrivial valence band structure originates
from the mixing of orbitals with opposite parities in the Brillouin zone, or more generally eigenstates mutually
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Figure 18: Zero lines of d1 (continuous blue) and d2 (dashed red) in two Z2-trivial cases. If we maintain the inversion symmetry, there is no
way to deform a system where d1 changes sign to a system where it has a constant sign.
orthogonal in different points of the Brillouin zone.
4.3.3. Role of the dimension of the base space
Λ0Λ1 Λ1
d12 = 0
Λ0Λ1 Λ1
d12 ≠ 0
Λ0Λ1 Λ1
d12 = 0
Figure 19: In one dimension, the sign of d1 at the TRIM does not give rise to a topological invariant when inversion symmetry breaking
perturbations are allowed. The blue cross represents the points where d1 = 0 (accross which d1 changes sign) and the black dots the points
where d2 = 0. Above, d1 2 = 0, and the red vertical lines show the points where d5 = 0. Below, we have switched on d1 2 6= 0, and the red lines
show the points where (d5 ± d1 2) = 0. The constraint to keep an open gap implies that these three kinds of points must never be at the same
place: when d12 = 0, it is not possible to deform the system so that d1 has a constant sign without closing the gap. On the opposite, when
d12 6= 0, there is no problem to do it.
The classification of time-reversal invariant insulators tells us that a Z2 invariant exists in two and three
dimensions, but not in one dimension [38, 39, 40]. This result can be illustrated in the above discussion on this
simple model with only d1(k), d2(k) and d5(k) functions. To proceed, we need to add a small parity-breaking
term such as an odd function d12, as argued above. In this case, the filled bands spectrum becomes:Æ
d21 + d
2
2 +
 
d5 ± d122 (62)
We thus have to consider zero lines of d5 ± d12 instead of d2 when ensuring the gap does not close. We then
realize that in one dimension, we can adiabatically deform d1(k) to a constant function (Fig. 19), while this is not
possible in two dimensions (Fig. 20). Indeed, in two dimensions, d1 = 0 forms a loop around a TRIM (Fig. 20), so
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Figure 20: Two-dimensional case. The zero lines of d1 (continuous blue), of d5 ± d1 2 (dashed red) and of d2 (dotted black) are drawn on the
Brillouin zone. We start from the inversion-symmetric case where d12 = 0 (left) and switch on d12 (right). The points that the d1 = 0 line
cannot cross are marked with black circles. In this case, we see that it is not possible to deform d1 into a constant value and to switch off d12
without closing the gap.
that there are always points where d1 = d5 = 0. The lines where d5 ± d12 = 0 cannot cross these points without
closing the gap.
4.3.4. Time-reversal breaking.
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Figure 21: Zeeman spliting of the energy levels Ei under a transverse magnetic field B. The levels originating from the filled bands at B = 0
are drawn in red dotted lines, while the empty ones are drawn in blue dashed lines. At B/(Eref/µ) = 1, the crossing of bands enables a change
in the topology of the system.
Let us now consider the effect of a time-reversal breaking Zeeman term HZ = gB 1⊗ sz , corresponding to
a constant function d34 = g B in addition to the previous functions d1, d2 and d5. The global degeneracy of the
eigenstates is now lifted, but the eigenstates (59) of the Hamiltonian are not modified. The full spectrum of the
Bloch Hamiltonian is now:
−‖d‖− d34 ; −‖d‖+ d34 ; ‖d‖− d34 ; ‖d‖+ d34 (63)
where ‖d‖ = pd21 + d22 + d25 . It is represented in Fig. 21. As a consequence, it is not possible in this case to
deform with this Zeeman perturbation a topological insulator into a trivial insulator without closing the gap.
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4.3.5. Edge states
At the boundary between a Kane–Mele topological insulator and a trivial insulator, a helical gapless edge
states occur: the spin and the direction of these edge states are tight together. To understand the origin of these
edge states we will proceed similarly to the Chern insulator’s discussion in Haldane’s model in section 3.5.7. Let
us consider the Kane–Mele model (54, 57) with only d1, d2, d5 non-zero parameter functions. In a trivial insulator,
the parity eigenvalues −d1 have a uniform sign, e.g. positive, at all TRIM, whereas in a nontrivial insulator it
changes sign between the TRIM : e.g. positive all TRIM except one λ0 where it is negative. To continuously
describe an interface from a trivial to a Z2 topological phase without breaking time-reversal symmetry requires a
change of sign of d1 at this particular TRIM λ0: this corresponds to a gap closing and the appearance of a surface
state. This suggests that the low energy physics of the interface is captured by an analysis around the TRIM in
Kane–Mele insulators.
We denote by λi (i = 0, · · · , 3) the four TRIM in d = 2. As an example, let us consider an interface at y = 0
between a trivial insulator for y > 0 where d1 is positive at all TRIM, and a Z2 topological insulator for y < 0
where only d1(λ0) is negative. The dispersion relation at the λ0 point is the only one involving a sign change of
d1: we naturally focus on the dispersion around this point, while a smooth evolution of the dispersion is expected
elsewhere on the Brillouin torus. Let us now define m(y) = d1[λ0](y): we have always m(y > 0) > 0 and
m(y < 0)< 0. The linearized Hamiltonian around the TRIM λ0 reads, up to a rotation of the local coordinates on
the Brillouin zone (qx , qy):
Hl(q) = qxΓ5 − qyΓ2 +m(y)Γ1, (64)
where we used the oddness of the functions di≥2 around λ0. We have chosen local coordinates so that d5(q) = qx
and d2(q) =−qy , in order to simplify the calculations. To describe edge states, it is useful to block-diagonalize
the Hamiltonian in the “sublattice tensored with spin” basis (A ↑, B ↑, A ↓, B ↓) in which it reads in real space
representation (through the substitution q→−i∇):
Hl =

H↑ 0
0 H↓

, (65)
with
H↑ =
 −i∂x m(y) + ∂y
m(y)− ∂y i∂x

and H↓ =

+i∂x m(y) + ∂y
m(y)− ∂y i∂x

. (66)
As discussed in the section 3.5.7 for our choice of m(y), the Schrödinger equation:
Hˆ↑ 0
0 Hˆ↓

ψ(x , y) = Eψ(x , y) (67)
possesses solutions:
ψqx ,↑(x , y)∝ e−iqx x exp

−
∫ y
0
m(y ′)dy ′
 
0
1
0
0
 (68)
ψqx ,↓(x , y)∝ e+iqx x exp

−
∫ y
0
m(y ′)dy ′
 
0
0
0
1
 , (69)
one of which is a spin-up right-moving state, while the other one is a spin-down left-moving state. These states
obviously constitute a Kramers pair of edge states. A schematic representation of such a pair of edge states
is represented in Fig. 22. This demonstrates the existence of helical edge states at the interface between a
trivial and a topological insulating phase in the Kane–Mele model. A mathematical discussion on this bulk-edge
correspondence that goes far beyond the present introduction can be found in [36], while a pedagogical discussion
of the existence of these edge states in Z2 insulators is presented in the book by Fradkin [30], in relation with
previous work by [41].
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Figure 22: Surface states of a Kane–Mele insulator. On each interface with a trivial insulator (e.g., vacuum), spin-up states (, in red) and
spin-down states (⊗, blue) propagate in opposite direction.
4.4. Atomic orbitals of opposite parity: Bernevig–Hughes–Zhang-like model
Let us consider a second time-reversal invariant band insulator, designed on an inversion symmetric lattice,
but with two atomic orbitals of different parities per site (e.g. s and p orbitals). This is the case in the BHZ model
introduced in [9], as studied in [35]. We now work in the « orbitals tensor spin basis » (s ↑, s ↓, p ↑, p ↓). The
parity operator is diagonal here, with two different eigenvalues, e.g., s and p orbitals, and reads:
P= σz ⊗1 (70)
while the expression of the time-reversal operator obviously does not change. The gamma matrices are chosen as:
Γ1 = σz ⊗1 ; Γ2 = σy ⊗1 ; Γ3 = σx ⊗ sx ; Γ4 = σx ⊗ sy ; Γ5 = σx ⊗ sz . (71)
The constraints on the coefficients of the Hamiltonian are the same as in section 4.3. However, the singularities of
the Kramers eigenstates are different. We consider the same set of nonzero d1, d2 and d5 functions that in section
4.3. Diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian, with special care to ensure Kramers degeneracy, yields the following
eigenvectors for the filled bands with energy −‖d‖=−pd21 + d22 + d25 :
|u1〉= 1
N1

0
i
 ‖d‖− d1
0
d2 + id5
 and |u2〉= 1N2

i
 ‖d‖− d1 d2 + id5d2 − id5
0
d2 + id5
0
 . (72)
For these states, the singularities appear when d2 = d5 = 0. Through the polar decomposition d2 + id5 = t eiθ , we
obtain the limit t → 0:
|u1〉= 1
N1

0
0
0
1
 and |u2〉= 1N2

0
0
1
0
 for d1 > 0, (73)
and
|u1〉= 1
N1

0
ie−iθ
0
0
 and |u2〉= 1N2

ie−iθ
0
0
0
 for d1 < 0. (74)
Note that when d1 > 0, the eigenvectors possess only p orbitals components, whereas when d1 < 0, they are only
supported by s orbitals components. This is coherent with the idea of mixing the atomic bands with different
parties in a Z2 insulator.
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In the trivial case where d1 is always positive, there are no singularities. In the trivial case where d1 is
always negative, we can remove the singularities that appear at all TRIM by Kramers-pairs-preserving U(2)
transformations that get rid of the ill-defined phases of the states. However, in the topological case where
d1 changes sign, there are singularities at the TRIM that cannot be removed. Constructing the continuous
transformations that allow us to identify the topological properties of this model requires a different analysis
than in the previous model. This model-dependent obstruction identification definitely begs for a more formal
approach to the Z2 topology, independent of the specificities of the models. We now turn to the discussion of such
an approach.
4.5. Z2 invariants
4.5.1. Introduction
There exist several equivalent expressions of the Z2 invariant, especially in two dimensions, which are all useful
for different purposes. Historically, the first expression discovered by Kane and Mele [7] is the “Pfaffian invariant”
(see section 4.5.3), which highlights the topological nature of the invariant and its connection with a “twist” of the
vector bundle where all bands are intertwined. The “sewing matrix invariant” (section 4.5.4) designed by Fu and
Kane [42] paves the way to a more intrinsic understanding of the Z2 topology, as it does not require an immersion
of the filled bands bundle in the larger trivial bundle of all bands. Moreover, it underlines the rigidity of the
Z2 topology, which is only determined by the behaviour of Kramers pairs at the time-reversal invariant points.
This approach requires a continuous set of eigenstates on the Brillouin torus, which is unfortunately impractical
numerically [43]; however, it leads to a deeper theoretical understanding of the Z2 topology in terms of Wilson
loops as SU(2) holonomies [44], as well as to expressions of practical importance. In particular, Fu, Kane, and
Mele [12] used this expression to generalize the Z2 order to three dimensions. When inversion symmetry is
present, Fu and Kane [35] have shown that this Z2 invariant acquires a very simple form as a function solely of
the parity eigenvalues of the filled bands at the TRIM. Finally, the sewing matrix invariant is a useful starting
point in the connection to the K-theoretical point of view [40] of classification of time-reversal invariant fiber
bundles. The “obstruction invariant” (section 4.5.5), formulated by Roy [45] and by Fu and Kane [42], highlights
the similarity with the Chern invariant. A similar point of view with homotopy arguments was used by Moore and
Balents [13] to understand the Z2 topology in three dimensions. Furthermore, the expression of the Z2 invariant
as an obstruction is of practical importance in the numerical determination of the topological order [43]. As
shown in the previous section 4.3, this obstruction point of view arises when considering simple examples, where
singular eigenvectors appear naturally. Notice that other expressions of the Kane-Mele Z2 invariant have been
discussed, e.g. based on a Chern-Simons topological effective field theory [46, 47].
4.5.2. General considerations
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Figure 23: Examples of Effective Brillouin Zones (EBZ). The EBZ are filled in gray, and their boundaries are oriented thick lines (which
represent closed curves on the torus). The TRIM are drawn as black circles.
Time-reversal effective Brillouin zone. As time reversal maps the fibers at k and −k, there is a redundancy in the
description of the system on the whole Brillouin torus when time-reversal constraints are enforced. To describe
the properties of the system, it is possible to circumvent this redundancy by introducing a time-reversal effective
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Brillouin zone (EBZ) [13]. This EBZ consists of half of the Brillouin torus, keeping only one member of each
Kramers pair (k,−k), except at the boundary. Each half (with the boundary) defines an EBZ (Fig. 23), which
has the topology of a cylinder. The boundary of an EBZ consists of two homotopic time-reversal invariant closed
curves connecting two TRIM. Notice that all TRIM are necessarily inside an EBZ. As the choice of the boundary
curves is free (e.g., they are not necessarily straight), there are many different EBZs. However, the precise choice
of this effective Brillouin zone will not affect the discussion below.
Matrix elements of the time-reversal operator. From now on, let (ei(k))2mi=1 be a global basis of of the filled band
fiber Vk at k, i.e. a collection of never-vanishing global sections of the valence bundle that, at each point, form a
basis of the valence fiber. Let us stress that in the general case, the (ei(k)) are not required to be eigenstates of
the Hamiltonian: they constitute a basis of the Hilbert subspace spanned by the eigenstates. The most intuitive
way to define matrix elements of the time-reversal operator is to define:
mi j(k) = 〈ei(k)|Θe j(k)〉 (75)
where (ei(k))i is a global basis of the filled bundle. This corresponds to the original formulation of Kane and Mele
in [7]. This matrix is not unitary, but it is antisymmetric (because Θ2 = −1). As the number of filled bands is
even, the Pfaffian (see Appendix A) of m is always defined. To define this matrix, it is necessary to calculate scalar
products of vectors that live in different vector subspaces (the fibers of the valence band bundle at k and −k).
This uses the trivialization as T2 ×C2n of the total bundle of Bloch states and the scalar product in C2n. Hence,
in this approach, the filled bands vector bundle is necessarily viewed as a subbundle of the topologically trivial
vector bundle of all bands (which is always possible, see section 2.2). A more intrinsic quantity, which does not
require this immersion in a trivial vector bundle, consists in the sewing matrix, defined by Fu and Kane in [42] as:
wi j(k) = 〈ei(−k)|Θe j(k)〉 . (76)
In this expression, the scalar product is intrinsic to the fiber at −k. The sewing matrix relates the vectors at −k to
the ones at k by:
Θei(k) =
∑
j
w ji(k)e j(−k) or ei(−k) =
∑
j
w?i j(k)Θe j(k) (77)
This sewing matrix is unitary (see Appendix F):
w†(k)w(k) = 1 (78)
and has the property (see Appendix F):
w(−k) =−wT (k) (79)
At the TRIM, and a priori only at those points, the sewing matrix is antisymmetric. For a system with only two
filled bands, it takes the simple form:
w(λ) =

0 t(λ)
−t(λ) 0

(80)
with |t(λ)| = 1 for a TRIM λ ∈ Λ. Note that, as the sewing matrix is antisymmetric at the TRIM, its Pfaffian is
well-defined at those points and t(λ) = Pf w(λ).
4.5.3. Pfaffian invariant
In their seminar paper [7], Kane and Mele argued that the Pfaffian Pf(m) of the matrix m reveals a Z2
topological property of a time-reversal invariant insulator. This quantity tracks the orthogonality between Kramers
related eigenspaces of the filled band. If at some points k0 of the Brillouin torus, the Pfaffian vanishes and has
complex vortices, the valence bands fiber at k0 and its time-reversed partner are orthogonal to each other. As we
have seen, this can be achieved for example by a local band inversion in a BHZ-like scenario. If the vortices cannot
be removed by a smooth deformation of the Hamiltonian, it is the sign of a nontrivial topological behaviour.
Following Kane and Mele, let us assume that the vortices of Pf(m) are simple zeros, i.e. they are phase vortices
with a vorticity ±1 9. Because of eq. (F.3) and of the unitarity of the sewing matrix w:
9. This vorticity is the winding number of the vortex.
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Figure 24: Vortices of the Pfaffian in a trivial case (left) and a topological case (right). Vortices are drawn as red (positive ones) and blue
(negative ones) circles. In the trivial case, it is possible to move (arrows) the vortices without crossing the TRIM (black circles) to annihilate
them. In the topological case, it is not possible.
– the vortices of Pf(m) come in time-reversal pairs, with one zero at k and the other at −k, and the two
elements of a pair have opposite vorticities;
– at the time-reversal invariant points λ ∈ Λ, the Pfaffian has unit modulus, i.e. |Pf m(λ)|= 1.
As a consequence, if there are two pairs of vortices, through a continuous deformation of the Hamiltonian it is
always possible to remove them through a simple merging. However, if there is only a single pair of vortices,
it is not possible to remove it, as the only points where the vortices could annihilate, the TRIM, have always
|Pf m(λ)|= 1 (Fig. 24). This merging procedure imposes that only the parity of the number of pairs of vortices
of Pf(m) in the Brillouin torus is an invariant, which corresponds to the parity of the number of vortices in an
effective Brillouin zone (with no vortices on its boundary):
ν =
1
2pii
∮
∂ EBZ
d logPf m (mod. 2) (81)
By construction, this is a Z2 topological invariant.
As an illustration, let us consider the model discussed in section 4.3. In this case, the Pfaffian is:
Pf(m) =
d1 (d1 + id2)p
(d21 + d
2
2 ) (d
2
1 + d
2
2 + d
2
5 )
(82)
and has vortices at the points where d1 = d2 = 0. In Fig. 25, we show the contours where d1 = 0 and d2 = 0 in
the Brillouin zone in a specific example, both in a trivial and a topological cases. In Fig. 26, the phase (and the
vortices, if any) of Pf(m) is/are shown in the same examples.
4.5.4. Sewing matrix invariant
Another expression of the Z2 invariant, introduced by Fu and Kane [42], uses the sewing matrix w (see
eq. (76)) as opposed to the m matrix . This expression also requires a continuous basis of the filled bands bundle
, but it allows in particular for an easy extension to three dimensions. If it is the case, the Z2 invariant can be
expressed as:
(−1)ν =∏
λ∈Λ
Pf w(λ)p
det w(λ)
(83)
Notice that this expression in only meaningful provided that w is calculated from a continuous basis. If so,
the square root of det w(λ) can be defined globally as it has no winding (see Appendix G). The topological
invariant then depends only on the behaviour of w(λ) at the TRIM. Following Fu and Kane, we can show that this
expression of the Z2 invariant is equivalent to the Pfaffian invariant: this is done in Appendix H.
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Figure 25: Zeros of the function d1 (continuous blue line) and d2 (dashed red lines) in the examples of fig. 26, for µ=−3 (trivial, left) and
µ=−1 (topological, right). In the topological case, the common zeros of d1 and d2 correspond to the vortices of the Pfaffian (Fig. 26, left).
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Figure 26: Phase of the pfaffian Pf(m) on the Brillouin zone, in a trivial (left, µ =−3) and topological (right, µ =−1), for the model discussed
in section 4.3 (p. 23) with d1(kx , ky ) = µ+cos kx +cos ky , d2(kx , ky ) = sin kx +sin ky , d5(kx , ky ) = sin kx −sin ky −sin(kx −ky ) (coefficients
adapted from [35]). In the middle is displayed the phase color function we used.
When there is an additional inversion symmetry (such as on section 4.2.4), the expression (83) can be
rewritten in a particularly simple form [35] as the product of the parity eigenvalues of half the filled bands at all
TRIM (Kramers partners sharing parity eigenvalues); in the case of a four-level system studied in sections 4.3, 4.4,
it reads:
(−1)ν =∏
λ∈Λ
sign d1(λ) (84)
4.5.5. The obstruction point of view
In sections 4.3 and 4.4, we have seen examples of obstructions to “continuously define Kramers pairs” when
the system is in a topologically nontrivial state. This property has been studied by Fu and Kane [42] who described
it in the general case as an obstruction to the Stokes theorem under constraint, in a similar way as the Chern class
is an obstruction to the Stokes theorem without constraint.
Indeed, as the Chern class is always trivial in a time-reversal invariant system (see section 2.2), there is
no obstruction to continuously define the basis vector of the filled bands bundle. However, if we enforce a
gauge which respects time-reversal invariance, which amounts to choosing the relative phase between Kramers
partners to vanish, it is not always possible to define such a continuous basis anymore. In other words, this
would correspond to an impossibility to choose a continuous basis (ei)2mi=1 of the filled bands bundle such that
Θe2i−1(k) = e2i(−k). Below, we shall limit our discussion to the case m= 1 for simplicity. Another form of the Z2
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invariant that expresses this point of view is [42]:
ν =
1
2pi
∮
∂ EBZ
A−
∫
EBZ
F

(mod. 2) (85)
where A is the total Berry connection (the sum of the Berry connections of all bands) constructed from Kramers
pairs, and F = dA is the Berry curvature. In the trivial case, it is possible to define a continuous basis over the
EBZ, the Stokes theorem can be applied, and ν vanishes. However, in the nontrivial case, when ν = 1, there is a
topological obstruction to do so.
The equivalence between this expression and the previous ones was demonstrated in [42], and is reviewed in
[17, §10.5]. Notice that whereas the Z Chern obstruction is a U(1) obstruction, hence described by a winding
number, the Z2 obstruction is a SU(2) obstruction, as pointed out by Lee and Ryu [44]. Moore and Balents [13]
discuss the obstruction point of view using homotopy theory arguments. They show that the Z2 invariant is a
“Chern parity” and generalize it to three dimensions.
4.6. An intrinsic point of view on the Z2 invariant
The aim of this section is to relate the sewing matrix expression (83) of the Z2 invariant to an index recently
introduced by Freed and Moore [40]. In doing so, we will gain another interpretation of this Z2 invariant, intrinsic
to a fiber bundle with a time-reversal symmetric structure. This point of view uses a type of an orientation on
this fiber bundle over the TRIM’s defined through the introduction of the so-called determinant line bundle. The
determinant line bundle possesses over TRIM an oriented real structure. The latter originates from a quaternionic
structure in the valence band bundle imposed by the time-reversal symmetry [48]. The real orientations of the
determinant bundle at different TRIM are constrained by the topology of the whole time-reversal symmetric
vector bundle in a way described by the Kane–Mele invariant.
4.6.1. Quaternionic structure and determinant bundle
At the time-reversal invariant points, the filled bands fiber Vλ is equipped with a quaternionic structure [40].
Indeed, the time-reversal operator Θ acts on this fiber, endowing it with an anti-linear anti-involution that plays
the role of a quaternionic element j = Θ (see Appendix B). With the imaginary unit i, the third quaternionic
element is k= iΘ. The constitutive relations of quaternions are then satisfied: ji= iΘ= k=−Θi=−ji, etc.
From the n-dimensional vector bundle V (with n = 2), we construct the associated determinant bundle as
the nth exterior power ΛnV. By construction, it is a (complex) line bundle on the torus T2. The global basis of V
provides a global (single element) basis of ΛnV, e.g., for n= 2:
s(k) = e1(k)∧ e2(k) (86)
which is indeed always nonzero. Time-reversal acts on the determinant bundle Λ2V through the operator Λ2Θ
defined as:
Λ2Θ : Λ2Vk →Λ2V−k
a ∧ b 7→Θa ∧Θb. (87)
At the TRIM, the operator Λ2Θ, which is anti-linear involutive map from the local fiber onto itself, acts
similarly to a “complex conjugation”, and induces a real structure on the determinant bundle fiber as well as a
natural orientation [40]. Indeed, at these TRIM, the filled bands’ fiber Vλ has a quaternionic basis, denoted (e1)
(therefore a complex basis (e1,Θe1), as Θe1 is orthogonal to e1), which induces the basis e1 ∧Θe1 of the fiber
Λ2Vλ at λ of the determinant bundle Λ
2V. This element satisfies:
Λ2Θ

e1 ∧Θe1= e1 ∧Θe1 (88)
and is therefore called a real element of the fiber Λ2Vλ. On the contrary,
Λ2Θ

i e1 ∧Θe1=−ie1 ∧Θe1 (89)
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is a purely imaginary element. We can define the real part and the imaginary part in the same manner that for
complex numbers, but with Λ2Θ playing the role of the complex conjugation.
Moreover, we can define a natural orientation for the real elements on this fiber: let us choose by convention
e1 ∧Θe1 as a positive element, along with all vectors in Λ2Vλ that are proportional with a positive coefficient. The
elements proportional to this vector with a negative coefficient are called negative elements. These definitions of
orientation do not depend on the choice of the quaternionic basis. Indeed, if we consider another element:
f1 = λe1 +µΘe1 (λ et µ ∈ C) (90)
the corresponding element on the determinant fiber reads:
f1 ∧Θ f1 =  λe1 +µΘe1∧Θ λe1 +µΘe1
=
 
λe1 +µΘe1
∧  λ?Θe1 +µ?ΘΘe1
= |λ|2 e1 ∧Θe1 −
µ2Θe1 ∧ e1
=
h
|λ|2 + µ2i e1 ∧Θe1.
The proportionality coefficient between e1 ∧Θe1 and f1 ∧Θ f1 being real and positive, the choice real element and
positive element (resp. imaginary, negative) deduced from both choices of a basis will be identical: this provides a
well-defined natural orientation, and associated real subspace. Note that the natural orientation of the real part
of the determinant fiber at the TRIM directly originates from the underlying quaternionic structure of the filled
bands fiber.
4.6.2. Kane–Mele invariant
Let us consider a nowhere vanishing section σ of the determinant bundle Λ2V previously defined. This section
is said to be time-reversal covariant if:
Λ2Θσ(k) = σ(ϑk) (91)
In the following, we will only consider time-reversal covariant sections σ. For a TRIM λ, σ(λ) is a real element
as:
Λ2Θσ(λ) = σ(ϑλ) = σ(λ) (92)
The sign of σ(λ) is therefore well defined. Following Freed and Moore, let us define the following index [40]:
∆=
∏
λ∈Λ
sign[σ(λ)], (93)
which will turn out to be the Kane–Mele invariant. Indeed, it takes only values ∆ = ±1 and is a Z2 quantity.
Moreover, ∆ can be shown to be independent of the chosen section σ. The demonstration of the invariance of ∆
on the chosen section σ is presented in Appendix I.
Moreover, for a carefully chosen section σ, the Freed–Moore Z2 invariant (93) can be expressed as [40]
∆= (−1)ν =∏
λ∈Λ
p
det f (λ)
Pf f (λ)
, (94)
where the sewing function is defined as the determinant of the sewing matrix (up to a complex conjugation):
f (k) = det w?(k) (95)
The demonstration of this equality is done in Appendix J. The above formulation (94) is nothing but the Fu and
Kane [42] expression (83) for the Kane–Mele invariant. This demonstrates that the Freed–Moore invariant (93)
is indeed another expression of the Kane–Mele Z2 invariant.
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5. Conclusion
In this introduction to the notion of topological order in insulators, we have discussed the examples of Chern
and Z2 Kane–Mele insulators. In a first part, we have studied a simple two-band example of Chern insulator,
illustrated by the Haldane model. The occurrence of topological order was shown to manifests itself in an
obstruction to define the eigenstates of the fill band in a continuous manner on the Brillouin zone. The index
allowing one to determine the underlying topological nature of an insulator was shown to be the standard first
Chern number, whose various expressions were discussed. In the following part, we discussed the Z2 topological
ordering in insulators described by time-reversal symmetric spin 1
2
Hamiltonian. To develop a better understanding
of Z2 topological insulators, we have considered two classes of two-dimensional models that account for the Z2
topological insulators discovered so far: the Kane–Mele and Bernevig–Hughes–Zhang models. In those examples,
we have shown explicitly that, similarly to the case of Chern insulators, an obstruction to define Kramers pairs
of states on the Brillouin torus arises in the nontrivial phase of a Z2 insulator. This obstruction consists of point
singularities of the vectors forming Kramers pairs, which cannot be removed without closing the gap. We argued
that this obstruction has indeed a topological meaning. These examples provide an intuitive justification of the
expression of the Z2 invariant in an inversion symmetric system, and help us to understand the mechanism
underlying the Z2 topology. We then reviewed the different equivalent expressions of the Z2 invariant.
By choice and for pedagogical reasons, many aspects of this active field have been overlooked. We hope that
this introduction will be a gateway towards their understanding. We can mention a few directions, including
the extensions of the notion of topological insulator to three dimensions [12, 13, 14], the topological ordering
of various types of superconductors [17, 15, 16, 39], the interplay between topological order and crystalline
symmetries [49] and topological ordering in gapless and interacting phases [50].
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Appendix A. Pfaffian of a matrix
The pfaffian Pf(A) of a 2n× 2n skew-symmetric matrix A is the quantity defined by [51]:
Pf A=
1
2n n!
∑
σ∈S2n
sign(σ)
n∏
i=1
aσ(2i−1),σ(2i) (A.1)
where S2n is the permutation group of 2n elements. The Pfaffian is related to the determinant by (Pf A)2 = det A.
For 2× 2 skew-symmetric matrices,
Pf

0 a
−a 0

= a (A.2)
Other useful properties of the Pfaffian include Pf(AT) = (−1)n Pf(A), Pf(λA) = λn Pf(A) for λ ∈ C and, for any
2n× 2n square matrix B, the identity Pf(B ABT) = det(B) Pf(A).
Appendix B. Quaternionic vector spaces
Appendix B.1. Quaternions
The quaternion ring H is a division ring (or skew field), built by enhancing the reals with three symbols i, j, k
that satisfy:
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk=−1 (B.1)
so that a generic quaternion reads
q = a+ bi+ cj+ dk (B.2)
where a, b, c, d are real. An associative, but noncommutative multiplication on H can be defined, as well as a
conjugation where the sign of the symbols i, j, k is reversed, from which a modulus and an inverse can be defined.
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Appendix B.2. Vector spaces and quaternions
Vector spaces over quaternions are defined naturally. Three points of view on a quaternionic vector space E
are useful [52, 53]:
– E is a n-dimensional quaternionic vector space;
– E is a 2n-dimensional complex vector space, endowed with a C-antilinear operation J : E→ E satisfying
J2 =−1 (called a « quaternionic structure map » (see [48]));
– E is a 4n-dimensional real vector space endowed with three maps I , J , K satisfying I2 = J2 = K2 =−1 and
I J =−J I = K . Those applications correspond to the multiplication by i, j, and k.
Conversely, if one considers a 2n-dimensional complex vector space, a map such as J endows it with a
quaternionic structure [40]. In this case, we call a quaternionic basis an indexed family (ei)i∈I of vectors that
form a basis of E as a quaternionic vector space (i.e. using linear combinations with H-valued coefficients). That
is to say, we ask (ei , J ei)i∈I to be a basis of E as a complex vector space.
Appendix C. The degree of a map and the winding number
We briefly recall the definitions and properties of the degree of a map [54, 55, 56, 57, 58]. Let us consider a
(n− 1)-dimensional, compact, oriented manifold M and an application f from M to the punctured space Rn − p
(the space Rn where some point p has been removed), whose image N = f (M) is a n− 1-dimensional compact
(thus closed), simply connected in an immersed surface. The natural projection pi, defined by:
pi : (Rn − p)→ Sn−1
y → y − p‖y − p‖ (C.1)
defines a retractation from Rn − p to Sn−1, and those two spaces are thus homotopically equivalent, i.e. Rn − p '
Sn−1. The pre-image by pi of a point a ∈ Sn−1 is the ray ∆(a) coming from p in Rn− p, the point p being excluded
from ∆(a).
The natural projection pi induces a map piN : N → Sn−1, which simply projects the closed surface N on the
sphere Sn−1. Hence, pi ◦ f : M → Sn−1 is a map between same-dimensional manifolds, and one can thus define its
degree deg(pi ◦ f ) (see [54]) as the “intersection number”, defined from the finite set (pi ◦ f )−1({a}) by assigning
an orientation number ±1 to each of its points, according to whether pi ◦ f preserves (+1) or not (−1) the
orientation at this point (that means the orientation number is the sign of the determinant of the tangent map on
this point), and by summing those orientation numbers, the result does not depend on the chosen point a ∈ Sn−1.
In the case considered in this review, this degree is precisely the number of intersection of N with a ray
∆(a) = pi−1({y}), the orientation number being given by the sign of the scalar product of the radial unit vector
uˆr(∆) with the normal vector at the intersection, and does not depend on the choice of the ray. This amounts to
determining the pre-image (pi ◦ f )−1({a}) in two times.
Moreover, two homotopic maps have the same degree, and in the case M → Sn−1 at hand, conversely, two
maps with the same degree are homotopic [54, 55]. As a consequence, the degree of pi ◦ f is the homotopy class
of the surface N in the homotopy group:
pin−1(Rn − p)' pin−1(Sn−1)' Z (C.2)
that is to say, it is the number of times the surface N warps around the point p (it is the engulfing number, a
generalization of the winding number obtained for n = 2). Often, it appears more useful to consider a given
surface N , and move it with respect to the point p. In the following, we will thus slightly abuse the notations
by calling “degree of f with respect to p” or “degree of N with respect to p” the degree of pi ◦ f : M → N (figs.
C.27 and C.28). The degree being a homotopy invariant, it can only change when the point p passes through the
surface N (where it is not defined).
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Figure C.27: Projection of N on the sphere by the map pi. In the depicted case, ∆(a)∩ N = pi−1(a) = g1, g2, g3	, with orientation numbers
(+1,−1,+1), so that the degree of N with respect to p is 1.
deg(N,p) = +1deg(N,p) = −1 deg(N,p) = 0 deg(N,p) = 2
Figure C.28: Examples in dimension n= 2 of curves N with different winding numbers with respect to the red point p.
The engulfing number is also given [56] by the Kronecker integral:
deg( f ) =
1
An−1
∫
M
f ?τ (C.3)
where τ is the (n− 1)-form:
τ=
1
rn
? rdr =
1
rn
n∑
i=1
(−1)i−1 x i dx1 · · ·ddx j · · ·dxn (C.4)
The (n− 1)-form ?rdr (where ? is Hodge’s star) restricted to the sphere Sn−1 is the volume form on the
sphere. Integrated, it gives the area An−1 of the n− 1-sphere. The term decorated with a hat b is omitted. By
expliciting the pullback when p = 0, we obtain:
deg( f , 0) =
1
An−1
∫
M
 n∑
j=1
(−1) j−1 f j f n d f1 ∧ · · · ∧Ód f j ∧ · · · ∧ d fn
 (C.5)
When n= 3 (where A2 = 4pi), the formula (C.5) can be written:
deg( f , 0) =
1
4pi
∫
M
1
2
εi jk ‖ f ‖−3 fi d f j ∧ d fk. (C.6)
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If we intepret the term f /‖ f ‖3 as the magnetic field of the monopole located at p = 0 (or, in the general case, at
p), the integral on the right-hand side can be seen as the magnetic flux through the surface N .
Appendix D. Winding number in the complex plane
Let us consider a closed curve Γ : S1→ C \ {0} in the complex plane without zero. The winding number of Γ
can be expressed [59] as the complex integral:
W[Γ] = deg(Γ, 0) =
1
2pii
∫
Γ
dz
z
=
1
2pii
∫
Γ
d log z, (D.1)
and W[Γ] ∈ Z is an integer. Now, let us consider a closed curve C on a manifold X , and a continuous complex-
valued function f : X → C. We can similarly define the winding number of the curve Γ = f (C) = f ◦C if it does
not pass through zero.
A n-th root of f exists iff W[ f (C)] ∈ nZ for any closed curve C. Furthermore, a logarithm of f exists iff
W[ f (C)] = 0 for any closed curve C, i.e. iff f « has no winding » (see e.g. [60]).
Appendix E. Singular eigenvectors in the Kane–Mele model
In this appendix, we derive the singular behaviours (61a) and (61b) of the eigenstates for the Kane–Mele
model. We obviously have to explicitely include the normalisation when taking the limit t/d5→ 0. By using the
square root series expansion: p
1+ (t/d5)2 ' 1+ t
2
2 d25
, (E.1)
we obtain:
|u1〉= 1q
t2 +
d52 − sign(d5)− 1− t2/(2 d25 )2

0d5− sign(d5)− 1− t22 d25

0
teiθ
 . (E.2)
When d5 > 0, the limit t → 0 reads:
|u1(d5 > 0)〉= 1q
t2 +
d52 −2− t2/(2 d25 )2

0d5−2− t22 d25

0
teiθ
→
1Æ
4
d52

0
−2 d5
0
0
 , (E.3)
whereas for d5 < 0 we have:
|u1(d5 < 0)〉= 1Æ
1+ t2/(4
d52)

0d5 t2 d25

0
eiθ
→

0
0
0
eiθ
 (E.4)
We proceed similarly for |u2〉.
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Appendix F. Properties of the sewing matrix
Let us first prove the unitarity eq. (78) of w(k):
w†(k) ·w(k)
i j
=
∑
n

w†

in
(k) (w)n j (k) =
∑
n
w?ni(k)wn j(k) (F.1a)
=
∑
n
〈Θei(k)|en(−k)〉 〈en(−k)|Θe j(k)〉 (F.1b)
= 〈Θei(k)|Θe j(k)〉= 〈e j(k)|ei(k)〉= δ ji = δi j . (F.1c)
Two relations between the w and m matrices are useful in relating different expressions of the Z2 invariant. First
let us note that at the time-reversal invariant points λ ∈ Λ, the matrices w and m coincide:
w(λ) = m(λ) (λ ∈ Λ) (F.2)
Moreover, the sewing matrix relates m(k) to m(−k) by the relation [42]:
m(−k) = w(k) ·m?(k) ·wT(k) (F.3)
and therefore, using the identity Pf(B ABT) = det B Pf(A) for a 2n× 2n antisymetric matrix A and any 2n× 2n
matrix B, we get:
det w(k) =
Pf(m)(k)
(Pf(m)(−k))? (F.4)
Note that the determinant of the sewing matrix has no winding (see Appendix G).
Let us now prove equation (79):
wTi j(−k) = 〈e j(k)|Θei(−k)〉=−〈ei(k)|Θe j(k)〉=−wi j(k) (F.5a)
using the anti-unitarity of the time-reversal operator Θ and the fact that Θ2 =−1
Appendix G. Winding of the the sewing matrix determinant
Let us now turn to the determination of the winding of the determinant of the sewing matrix. From the
unitarity (78) and the behavior under time-reversal (79) of the sewing matrix, we deduce that its deteminant has
modulus |det w(k)|= 1. As the sewing matrix w is an even-sized square matrix, we have:
det w(ϑk)≡ det w(−k) = det w(k) (G.1)
These properties imply that det w has no winding: its winding number, which is the holonomy of the differential
form:
ω[ f ] =
1
2pii
d f
f
(G.2)
along any loop C is zero:
W[ f ,C]≡ 1
2pii
∮
C
d log f

= 0. (G.3)
Indeed, if C is a time-reversal invariant loop, we write f (k) = | f (k)|eiφ(k) so that k 7→ φ(k) is even whereas
k 7→ ∇kφ(k) is odd, so the integral of d f / f = i dφ on the time-reversal invariant loop C is zero. Moreover, any
loop C can be replaced by a time-reversal invariant loop C′ that lies in the same homotopy class, so this property
is always true.
Hence, the logarithm and the square root of f can be globally defined. This property is crucial for the Z2
invariant to be well defined.
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kx
ky
λ0 λ1
λ2 λ3
kx
ky
Cλ0λ1
Cλ2λ3
kx
ky
C−λ0λ1
C+λ0λ1
Figure H.29: We denote by λi with i = 0, 1, 2, 3 the four TRIM in two dimension (left). Note that we use a specific indexing to have a concrete
picture, but any indexing leads to the same result. The boundary of an EBZ consists, up to the orientation, of two time-reversal invariant
curves connecting the TRIM (middle). We can decompose any time-reversal invariant curve C connecting two TRIM in two curves C+ and C−,
images of one another by time-reversal, and each connecting the two TRIM (right).
Appendix H. From the Pfaffian invariant to the sewing matrix invariant
In the following, we start from the expression (81) of the Z2 invariant and show (following [42]) that it is
equivalent to the expression (83). First, we recall that w and m coincide at the TRIM. We then split the integral in
(81) into several integrals on paths connecting TRIM. Through the use of Stokes’ theorem these integrals will
simplify to values only at the TRIM. This procedure has to be done carefully in order to keep quantities defined
modulo 2 (as opposed to meaningless modulo 1 integer quantities).
Notice that a complex logarithm is only defined modulo 2pii, and that a square root is only defined up to a
sign. However, the logarithm and the square root of a continuous function f with no winding can be globally
defined
Let us start from the expression of the pfaffian invariant (81):
ν =
1
2pii
∮
∂ EBZ
d log Pf m (mod. 2), (H.1)
and rewrite it as
ν =
1
2pii
I(∂ EBZ) (mod. 2) (H.2)
where we defined the following quantity, for any closed loop C along which P f (m) does not vanish:
I(C) =
∫
C
d logPf m. (H.3)
The boundary of the cylindrical Effective Brillouin Zone (EBZ) is a disjoint union of two time-reversal invariant
closed loops with opposite orientations (see Fig. H.29). As ν is only defined modulo 2, its global sign is of no
importance, and the orientation of the EBZ is therefore irrelevant. Hence, with a correct relative orientation of
the curves, we have:
(−1)ν = eI(∂ EBZ)/2 = exp

1
2

I(Cλ0 λ1)− I(Cλ2 λ3)

(H.4)
As Cλi λ j is globally time-reversal invariant, we can split it into two parts C
+
λ0 λ1
and C−
λ0 λ1
, images of each other by
k→−k (but with the same orientation). Therefore,
I(Cλi λ j ) = I(C
+
λi λ j
) + I(C−λi λ j ) = 2I(C
+
λi λ j
) +

I(C−λi λ j )− I(C+λi λ j )

. (H.5)
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We integrate the first term, and using that at a TRIM λ, m(λ) = w(λ), we get:
exp
h
I(C+λi λ j )
i
= exp
∫
C+
λi λ j
d log Pf m(k)
= Pf m(λ j)
Pf m(λi)
=
Pf w(λ j)
Pf w(λi)
(H.6)
because ∂ C+
λi λ j
= λ j − λ j . Using the fact that the two curves C+λi λ j and C−λi λ j are images of each other by
time-reversal (up to the orientation), we can write:
I(C+λi λ j )− I(C−λi λ j ) =
∫
C+
λi λ j
∇k logPf m(k) · dk−
∫
C−
λi λ j
∇k logPf m(k) · dk (H.7a)
=
∫
C+
λi λ j
∇k  log Pf m(k) + logPf m(−k) · dk (H.7b)
=
∫
C+
λi λ j
∇k  log Pf m(k)− logPf m?(−k) · dk (H.7c)
In the last step, we used, via a polar decomposition Pf m(k) = ρ(k) eiθ(k):
log Pf m(k) + Pf m(−k) = 2 logρ(k) + i (θ(k) + θ(−k)) (H.8)
whereas
log Pf m(k)− Pf m?(−k) = i (θ(k) + θ(−k)) . (H.9)
The modulus of a complex number being real, it yields:∫
C+
λi λ j
logρ(k) = logρ(λ j)− logρ(λi) = 0 (H.10)
since the Pfaffian has modulus one at the TRIM. From (F.4), we deduce:
log det w(k) = log Pf m(k)− logPf m?(−k) (H.11)
so that, with (H.7) and (H.11),
exp

1
2

I(C+λi λ j )− I(C−λi λ j )

= exp
1
2
∫
C+
λi λ j
d logdet w(k)
= pdet w(λ j)p
det w(λi)
(H.12)
At this stage, it is necessary to continuously define the square root of det w so that the following formula is
properly defined. This is only possible because det w has no winding provided the base vectors are continuously
defined. Collecting (H.12) and (H.6) into (H.5), we finally obtain:
exp

1
2
I(Cλi λ j )

=
p
det w(λi)p
det w(λ j)
Pf w(λ j)
Pf w(λi)
=
Pf w(λi)p
det w(λi)
Pf w(λ j)p
det w(λ j)
(H.13)
Therefore, the Z2 invariant (H.2) can be written as:
(−1)ν = eI(∂ EBZ)/2 =∏
λ∈Λ
Pf w(λ)p
det w(λ)
(H.14)
which is the desired result:
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Appendix I. Independence from the determinant bundle section of the Z2 Freed–Moore index
In this appendix, following [40], we show the independence of the ∆ index defined in eq. (93) on the
chosen section σ. Let us consider two time-reversal covariant nowhere vanishing global sections σ et σ′. As the
determinant bundle is a line bundle, σ and σ′ are proportional: here is a nowhere vanishing smooth complex
function j so that:
σ′(k) = j(k)σ(k). (I.1)
Hence,
∆′ =
∏
λ∈Λ
sign[σ′(λ)] =
∏
λ∈Λ
sign[ j(λ)σ(λ)] =
∏
λ∈Λ
sign[ j(λ)]∆. (I.2)
Our purpose is thus to show that:
L =
∏
λ∈Λ
sign[ j(λ)] = 1 (I.3)
To proceed, we will rewrite L as the product of two identical holonomies (on homotopic loops). These holonomies
correspond to the parity of a winding number, and thus take values ±1. However, as there are two identical ones,
we obtain J = (±1)2 = 1. We also see that in the most general case, one can change the sign of the product on
two TRIM, which is therefore not invariant. Let us first deduce that:
j(−k) = j(k)? (I.4)
from the covariance of σ and σ′:
j(−k)σ(−k) = σ′(−k) =Λ2Θσ′(k) =Λ2Θ j(k)σ(k) j(k)?Λ2Θσ(k) = j(k)?σ(−k). (I.5)
We also note that j(λ) ∈ R, so we have sign j(λ)−1 = sign j(λ) and, with the notations of Appendix H, we have:
L = sign

j(λ0) j(λ1) j(λ2) j(λ3)

= sign

j(λ1)
j(λ0)
j(λ3)
j(λ2)

(I.6)
Let C+
λi ,λ j
be a path connecting λi to λ j (see Fig. H.29), and C
−
λi ,λ j
be its reoriented time reversed version.
Together, C−
λi ,λ j
, followed by C+
λi ,λ j
, forms a closed loop around the Brillouin torus. We shall write j(k) = ρ(k)eiφ(k)
with ρ(k)> 0 and the real phase φ(k) that may be multivalued on the Brillouin torus. We have:
sign

j(λ j)
jλi

= e
i
∫
C+
λi ,λ j
dφ(k)
. (I.7)
On the other hand, by the change of variables k→−k,∫
C+
λi ,λ j
dφ(k) =−
∫
C−
λi ,λ j
dφ(−k), (I.8)
where the overall minus sign is due to reorientation of C−
λi ,λ j
as running from λi to λ j . But the symmetry (I.4)
implies that dφ(−k) =−dφ(k). Hence:∫
C+
λi ,λ j
dφ(k) =
∫
C−
λi ,λ j
dφ(k) =
1
2
∫
Cλi ,λ j
dφ(k) = piW[ j,Cλi ,λ j], (I.9)
where W[ j,Cλi ,λ j] is the winding number of j(k) along the loop Cλi ,λ j . We infer that:
sign

j(λ j)
jλi

= eipiW[ j,Cλi ,λ j ], (I.10)
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and hence that
sign

j(λ1)
jλ0
j(λ3)
j(λ2)

= eipi(W[ j,Cλ0,λ1 ]+W[ j,Cλ2,λ3 ]). (I.11)
The two (integer) winding numbers on the right-hand side are equal as the loops Cλ0,λ1 and Cλ2,λ3 on the Brilloin
zone are homotopic. Hence the sign in question is +, so that the index (94) does not depend on the choice of
section σ.
Appendix J. From Freed–Moore to Kane–Mele invariants
We now identify explicitly a global time-reversal covariant section which allows us to identify the Freed–Moore
invariant (93) with Fu and Kane’s expression of the Z2 invariant. Let us consider the global basis of Λ2V defined
by:
s(k) = e1(k)∧ e2(k). (J.1)
As the determinant bundle is a line bundle, Λ2Θs(k) is proportional to s(−k). Let f (k) be the proportionality
coefficient, so that:
Λ2Θs(k) = f (k) s(−k) (J.2)
We call f the sewing function, for reasons to appear below. By using the expression (77) in terms of the sewing
matrix (76), we obtain:
Λ2Θs(k) = Θe1(k)∧Θe2(k)
=
 
w11(k)e1(−k) +w21(k)e2(−k)∧  w12(k)e1(−k) +w22(k)e2(−k)
= w11(k)w22(k) e1(−k)∧ e2(−k) +w21(k)w12(k) e2(−k)∧ e1(−k)
=
 
w11(k)w22(k)−w12(k)w21(k) e1(−k)∧ e2(−k)
= det(w) e1(−k)∧ e2(−k). (J.3)
Hence the sewing function appears as the determinant of the sewing matrix (up to a complex conjugation):
f (k) = det w(k) (J.4)
This sewing function has no winding (see Appendix I,Appendix G). We thus consider safely its square root f 1/2.
As f (−k) = f (k), we have f 1/2(−k) =± f 1/2(k). Evaluating this expression at the TRIM, the global signs is fixed
to be +1. Therefore,
f 1/2(−k) = f 1/2(k). (J.5)
We now define a new section:
σ(k) = f 1/2(k)s(k). (J.6)
As | f 1/2(k)|= 1, ( f 1/2(k))? = ( f 1/2(k))−1, it satisfies:
Λ2Θσ(k) = ( f 1/2(k))? Λ2Θs(k) (J.7a)
= ( f 1/2(k))−1 f (k)s(−k) (J.7b)
= f 1/2(k) s(−k) (J.7c)
= f 1/2(−k) s(−k) (J.7d)
= σ(−k) (J.7e)
Let us finally notice that:
e1(λ)∧Θe1(λ) = e1(λ)∧  w11(λ)e1(ϑλ) +w21(λ)e2(ϑλ) (J.8a)
= e1(λ)∧  w11(λ)e1(λ) +w21(λ)e2(λ) (J.8b)
= w21(λ) e1(λ)∧ e2(ϑλ) (J.8c)
=−t(λ) s(λ) (J.8d)
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where t = w21 = Pf(w) is the Pfaffian of the sewing matrix, which is defined at the TRIM (see (80)). Hence,
σ(λ)≡ f 1/2(λ)s(λ) =− f
1/2(λ)
t(λ)
e1(λ)∧Θe1(λ) (J.9)
Using equations (80) and (J.4), we obtain:
[t(λ)]2 = [Pf w(λ)]2 = det w(λ) = f (λ) (J.10)
so we have f 1/2(λ)/t(λ) =±1. Thereby, the ratio f 1/2(λ)/t(λ) gives the sign of the global time-reversal covariant
section σ at the TRIM λ ∈ Λ (up to the overall minus sign).
At a TRIM λ, σ(λ) is a real element whose sign is unambiguously determined, here by:
sign[σ(λ)] =− sign

f 1/2(λ)
t(λ)

=− f
1/2(λ)
t(λ)
=−
p
det w(λ)
Pf w(λ)
(J.11)
When σ is constructed as explained in last paragraph, the Z2 invariant is indeed [40]:
∆= (−1)ν =∏
λ∈Λ
p
det w(λ)
Pf w(λ)
(J.12)
This is obviously equivalent to the Fu and Kane [42] expression (83).
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